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1 .O SUMMARY 
An improved panel method for the solution of three dimensional flow about wing 
and wing-body combinations with leading edge vortex separation is presented. 
The method employs a three-dimensional inviscid flow model in which the 
configuration, the rolled-up vortex sheets, and the wake are presented by 
quadratic doublet distributions. The strength of the singularity 
distribution, as well as shape and position of the vortex spirals, are 
computed in an iterative fashion starting with an assumed initial sheet 
geometry. The method calculates forces, moments, and detail surface pressure 
distributions. Improvements include the implementation of improved panel 
numerics for the purpose of eliminating the highly non-linear effects of ring 
vortices around doublet panel edges, and the development of a least squares 
procedure for damping vortex sheet geometry update instabilities. 
The documentation is divided up into two parts: 
Volume I Theory Document 
Volume II User's Guide and Programmer's Document 
Volume I contains a complete description of the method. A variety of cases 
generated by the computer program implementing the method are presented. 
These cases are of two types. The first type consists of numerical studies, 
which verify the underlying mathematical assumptions of the method and, 
moreover, show that the results are strongly invariant with respect to such 
user dependent input as wing panel layout, initial sheet shape, sheet rollup, 
etc. The second type consists of cases run for the purpose of comparing 
computed results with experimental data, and these comparisons verify the 
underlying physical assumptions made by the method. 
Volume II contains instructions for the proper set up and input of a problem 
into the computer code. Program input formats and output are described. A 
description of the computer program and its overlay structure is also 
presented. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
A computer program has been developed for the solution of the subsonic, 
three-dimensional flow over wing-body configurations with leading-edge vortex 
separation. The program provides capabilities for calculating forces, 
moments, and detailed surface pressures on thin, sharp-edged wings of an 
arbitrary planform. The wing geometry is arbitrary in the sense that leading 
and trailing edges may be curved or kinked and the wing may have arbitrary 
camber and twist as long as in real flow it produces only a single well 
developed vortex system. The numerical methods employs an inviscid flow model 
in which the wing and the rolled-up vortex sheets are represented by 
continuous quadratic doublet sheet distribution. Furthermore, wing thickness 
may be represented by linear source distributions. The Kutta condition is 
imposed along all wing edges, and a zero force condition is imposed on the 
vortex core. An iterative scheme is applied to find the strengths of the 
doublet distributions as well as shape and position of the free vortex sheets 
spirals satisfying the nonlinear boundary conditions of the flow problem. The 
code includes two iterative solution procedures: (i) Quasi-Newton scheme and 
(ii) Least Squares Method. The least squares procedure for damping 
unstabilities was developed to alleviate convergence problems for certain 
cases using the standard Quasi-Newton iterative scheme. 
The computer program is written in the CDC FORTRAN Extended (FTN4) language 
for the CDC Network Operating System (NOS). The program uses overlay 
structures and fourteen disk files which include the standard system files 
INPUT (TAPE5) for card reading and OUTPUT (TAPEG) for printing. The program 
has been checked out and run on NASA Langley Research Center's CDC CYBER 
series computers. 
This method was originally developed by the Boeing Company under contracts 
NASl-12185 and NASl-13833. In order to upgrade the capability of the method 
and the code, a coordinated effort was launched involving contracts NASl-15169 
and NASl-15275 from the Langley Research Center and work conducted for the 
Boeing Independent Research and Development Program. For purposes of 
completeness, the independent Boeing work is included in this documentation. 
The documentation is divided into two parts: 
Volume I - Theory Document 
Volume II - User's Guide and Programmer's Document 
The Theory Document (bound separately) contains a detailed description of the 
theoretical method. Also included are computed results which verify the 
underlying mathematical assumptions of the method and test theory comparisons 
which verify the underlying physical assumptions made by the method. 
The remainder of this volume, the User's Guide and Programmer's Document, is 
organized as follows. In section 4 a brief description of the method is given 
for completeness. Section 5 provides instructions for the proper setup of 
analysis case. Network definitions and arrangements are discussed. The input 
formats are described followed by two example cases. Useful hints for 
practical use of these instructions are also included. Section 6 describes 
2 
the output formats. Discussions and examples are provided. Section 7 
describes the computer programs. This concludes with a description of the 
program structure, the overlay program, the file structure, common block 
definition and a linkage map of the programs and subroutines. 
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3.0 NOMENCLATURE 
a 
AR 
b 
C 
CN 
CP 
F 
-r 
G 
M 
MO3 
$ 
Ti 
N 
P 
P 
Pi 
p2 
d 
d 
Si 
TO 
free and fed sheet geometry parameter 
aspect ratio 
local span 
chord 
normal force coefficient 
pressure coefficient 
equations determining singularity parameters 
force vector 
equations determining vortex geometry parameters 
equations penalizing panel twist 
panel width 
unit vector along vortex core or network junction 
number of grid point rows on a network 
free stream Mach number 
surface unit normal vector 
normal vector at panel center 
number of grid point columns on a network 
circular arc parameter 
pressure 
isentropic pressure 
second-order pressure 
field point 
point on boundary B 
nine canonical panel points 
panel center 
NOMENCLATURE (CONTINUED) 
-+ + -b 
Q,, Q,, Q,, parametric coefficients defining H 
local semispan used in Smith solution 
perturbation velocity vector components 
free stream velocity magnitude 
perturbation mass flux vector 
total mass flux vector 
average surface value of total mass flux vector 
unit vector along x-axis 
Cartesian coordinates 
angle of attack 
i l-Ma2 
delta wing semi apex angle 
ratio of specific heats 
jump in quantity across 
change in quantity from 
fraction of Newton step 
singularity surface or line 
one iteration to the next 
surface vorticity vector 
vortex system orientation angles 
all vortex systems geometry parameters 
vortex system scale factor 
all singularity parameters 
doublet strength 
normal vector to panel edge 
fed sheet scale factor 
Newton iteration step size limiter 
5 
NOMENCLATURE (CONCLUDED) 
CJ source strength 
0 perturbation potential 
( 4x'#yYq) gradient of perturbation potential 
v gradient operator 
0 vector cross product 
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
For the sake of completeness, a brief description of the method is included in 
this document. 
4.1 Theoretical Model 
The flow model used in the Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) Program is 
illustrated in Figure 1. Flow about a highly swept wing at angle of 
attack separates at the leading edge and forms a spiral vortex. Studies 
(refs. 1,2) of the principal vortex indicate that its shape and strength 
are relatively independent of Reynolds number. This apparent lack of 
viscosity dependence suggests that the flow may be regarded as potential, 
with the free shear layer represented either as a vortex sheet or, 
equivalently, a doublet distribution supporting a discontinuity in 
tangential velocity. Since the position of the vortex sheet is not known 
a-priori, this results in a problem governed by the linear subsonic flow 
differential equation 
pz @xx + #yu + f&Z = 0, p2 = 1 -M2, (1) 
where #J is the perturbation velocity potential and by non-linear boundary 
conditions. 
The essential elements of the present flow model are the configuration 
surfaces, the trailing wake, the sheet emerging from the wing leading edge 
and the tip (we call this the free sheet), and the rolled-up core or 
spiral region fed by the leading edge and tip vortex sheets (we call this 
the fed sheet). 
The following boundary conditions are imposed on these elements: 
0 The configuration surface must be impermeable. 
4, 4,=0 (2) 
where W is the average surface value of the total mass flux vector 
and n is the surface unit normal vector. 
0 The free sheet and wake cannot support a pressure difference and must 
form a stream surface. 
AC 
p2 
=0 
where *'P2 is the jump in the second'order pressure coefficient, 
see Section 6.2.2 for definition of C . Impermeable condition 
fi .iF*=o (4) 
l DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
(1 -ML) &+ $y+bz”’ 
. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
OWING, BODY : 
IMPERMEABLE 
. WAKE, FREE SHEET: 
IMPERMEABLE 
ZERO PRESSURE JUMP 
. FED SHEET; 
ZERO TOTAL FORCE 
. KUTTA CONDITION 
BODY 
-d 
FIGURE 1 FLOW MODEL 
0 The fed sheet is an extension of the free sheet and feeds vorticity 
to the vortex core (modeled as a simple line vortex). The boundary 
condition governing fed sheet size and core orientation is that the 
total force induced on the fed sheet and core by the rest of the 
configuration be parallel to the core. 
t @A?=0 (5) 
where ^a is the unit vector along the vortex core and A?is the 
force. 
The size of the fed sheet is chosen initially by experience or from 
the conical flow results of Smith (ref. 3). 
0 Kutta conditions are imposed along the appropriate leading, side, and 
trailing edges of the wing in the presence of free sheets emanating 
from these edges. The Kutta condition is controlled by the 
appropriate edge matching condition. 
where yis the surface vorticity vector and t is the unit vector 
along the junction. 
The configuration impermeability condition, the free sheet pressure jump 
condition, and the Kutta edge conditions determine the solution of 
singularity strengths. The free sheet impermeability condition and the 
fed sheet zero force condition will determine the free and fed sheet 
positions. 
In subsonic flow, compressibility is accounted for by use of the Goethert 
rule which is used to transform the problem into the equivalent 
incompressible problem for solution. 
4.2 Numerical Procedure 
This problem can be represent by the proper distribution of logically 
independent paneling networks, which satisfy either Neumann (analysis) or 
Dirichlet (design) boundary conditions. Shown in Figure 2 is a typical 
paneling scheme for a wing-body configuration. Hyperboloidal 
(Hyperbolic-paraboloid) panels are used to ensure surface continuity. A 
continuous quadratic doublet distribution is used on the midplane to 
represent wing, wake, free and fed sheet networks. A linear surface 
source distribution can be used to represent the body and wing thickness 
if desired. 
The main features of the numerical discretization and computational scheme 
are: 
1) Geometry input for a network consists of a rectangular array of 
corner point coordinates. These corner points are fitted exactly by 
hyperbolic paraboloid patches (hyperboloidal panels). These exact 
9 
NEAR WAKE 
FIGURE 2 PANEL MODEL 
fits ensure surface continuity. 
2) Discrete values of singularity strength are assigned to certain 
standard points on each network. A local distribution on surface 
singularity strength is obtained by fitting a linear source or 
quadratic doublet form to those discrete values in an immediate 
neighborhood by the method of least squares. An analysis type 
network is employed on the wing (geometry of the wing is specified), 
and a design type network of doublets simulates the free sheet 
(unknown free sheet geometry, zero pressure jump specified). In 
order to insure continuity of doublet strength between panels and 
networks, nine degree of freedom splines are used to describe the 
quadratic panel distributions. 
3) Certain standard points on each network are assigned as control 
points, where boundary conditions are specified. These points 
include panel center points as well as edge abutment downwash points 
in the case of doublet networks. The latter serve to impose standard 
aerodynamic edge conditions automatically (e.g., the Kutta condition, 
zero potential jump at thin edges, 
across abutting networks), 
continuity of singularity strength 
in order to produce logical independence 
for each network. The number of boundary conditions on each network 
coincides with the number of assigned surface singularity parameters. 
4) The induced potential and velocity integrals of the influence 
coefficient equations are all evaluated in closed form, although 
standard far field expansions are employed when the control point is 
sufficiently distant from the influencing panel. 
Since the problem is non-linear, an iterative procedure must be used for 
solution. An initial guess must be made for the free and fed sheet 
position. Normally results from Smith's conical flow method are used for 
the initial guess, but the user can also input his own geometry. During 
the iterative solution the position and size of the free and fed sheet are 
updated until all the boundary conditions are satisfied. The standard 
free and fed sheet kinematics which allow this updating are shown in 
Figure 3. A cut normal to the longitudinal axis is shown. The wing 
panels, of course, remain fixed. The angle 8 (theta) associated with the 
free sheet segments are free to change with the exception of the angle 
between the horizontal and fed sheets. The length of the free and fed 
sheet segments are controlled by the parameters h (lambda) and the length 
of the fed sheet segments are further controlled by the parameters v 
(nu). These parameters as well as the panel singularity strengths p (mu) 
are all updated simultaneously using a Newton correction scheme. 
The above vortex system kinematics is, of course, only one of many 
possibilities. A good alternative is the kinematics of Smith (ref. 3) 
shown in Figure 4. Here, in contrast to the standard kinematics, angles 
8 are fixed and lengths g and core location are chosen as the free 
parameters. Both kinematics schemes will lead to the same converged 
solution. Preliminary studies indicate that Smith's kinematics may 
results in faster convergence. 
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4.3 Solution Procedure 
The boundary value problem of wings with leading edge vortex separation is 
nonlinear due to the fact that the shape of the free vortex sheet as well 
as its strength are unknown. The solution procedure must therefore be 
iterative. Two solution procedures are available in the LEV code, ITFLOW 
and LSFLOW. 
The standard procedure ITFLOW uses a Quasi-Newton scheme for the iterative 
solution of the flow problem. The incompressible boundary conditions as 
derived from the compressible formulation by application of the Goethert 
rule, can be written smbolically in terms of the following equations 
F&8)= 
.Cw'A 4,=0 Wing-body 
AC =0 
p2 
Free sheet and wake (6) 
Act=0 Kutta condition 
G (A. 8) = 
(G--%=0 Free sheet 
it @A?=0 Fed sheet 
(7) 
where A denotes all the singularity parameters and 8 denotes all 
the geometric degrees of freedom. The function F symbolizes the 
impermeable boundary condition of the wing and body, equation (2), zero 
pressure jump across the free sheet and wake, equation (3), and the Kutta 
condition. The function G represents the stream surface boundary 
condition of the free sheet, equation (4), and the global boundary 
condition of zero net force acting on the fed sheet and the line vortex, 
equation (5). 
Starting with an assumed initial geometry (i.e., a given set of 
parameters @ ), the initial singularity strength parameters A are 
obtained using the set of equations (6) in which dGP2 has been replaced 
by the linear form of the pressure equation (see section 6.2.2). 
To obtain a solution, two phases of iterative procedure are performed 
alternatively. The first phase, which is called subiteration, merely 
produces convergence to the nonlinear ACp2 equation associated with the 
pressure jump boundary condition on the free sheet. The spatial location 
of the free sheets is not updated and the aerodynamic influence 
coefficients remain the same throughout the iteration. The Jacobian 
matrix consisting of only the small perturbation of the functions F due to 
the singularity strength parameters (bF/bA) can be easily calculated. 
dF 
xx 
AA=-pF 
14 
(8) 
F is known and denotes the error residual in the satisfaction of the 
boundary conditions of equation (6) at intermediate steps in the iteration 
cycle. P represents symbolically the step size scaling parameter 6 
which is a positive number less than 1 and is chosen small enough (by 
the code) to ensure a decrease in F. Newton's method with this controlled 
step size is used and convergence is usually achieved in 2 or 3 iterations. 
For the second phase, the boundary conditions that the free sheet form a 
streamsheet, and the zero force condition on the fed sheet are 
introduced. In general the initial guess, 8 , will not be correct and a 
full iteration procedure will begin in which the free and fed sheet 
geometry will be updated. This will require the recalculation of those 
aerodynamic influence coefficients affected by the perturbation of the 
free and fed sheet geometry. 
Small perturbations of equations (6) and (7) from the initial "starting 
solution" result in a set of linear equations governing the perturbation 
variables A , @ . 
(; $($=-p(:, (9) 
As in equation (8) F and G are known and denote the error residual in 
satisfaction of the boundary conditions at intermediate cycles. These 
equations are solved iteratively by a Quasi-Newton method with controlled 
step size (see Appendix G of Volume I). The calculation of a complete 
Jacobian (left hand side matrix) which includes the effect of the 
perturbation of geometry, @ , is quite expensive. A new Jacobian is 
computed after every three iterations in the iterative process. Five to 
six iterations are generally sufficient to obtain convergence. 
The convergence history of a typical solution is illustrated in Figures 5, 
6 and 7. Figure 5 illustrates the normal force and residual history. The 
subiteration is now shown. Once convergence for the subiteration is 
achieved the complete boundary conditions are introduced and the full 
iteration begins. The solution should not be considered complete until 
the residual is less than 10 . The case shown had a particularly slow 
convergence with the Jacobian update being made only every 5 iterations. 
More typical cases tend to converge in 5 to 6 iterations with Jacobian 
updates occurring every 3 iterations. Figure 6 shows the progress of the 
free sheet geometry at one station during the iteration. Figure 7 shows 
the corresponding pressure distribution. 
4.3.2 Least Squares Method, LSFLOW 
An alternate iteration procedure is also available for those cases for 
which the Quasi-Newton scheme, ITFLOW, fails to converge. In these cases 
local flow anomalies on the free sheet may cause instabilities which 
destroy convergence everywhere in the solution. These instabilities cause 
excessive panel twist which propagates throughout the free sheet. 
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One of the simplest methods of damping this instability whenever it arises 
is to limit excessive panel twist. This leads to an additional equation 
that all free sheet panels be untwisted (flat), 
K(Q) =* 
$65, 
(p;nt)3/4 = O (10) 
where 5 = 5 @ 6 and? d 
quantities.s Equatton (107' k 
and 6, are hyperboloidal panel defining 
co bined 8th equations (6) and (7) creates an 
overdetermined system of equations for h (singularity parameters) 
and 8 (geometric degrees of freedom). 
The system is solved in a least squares sense after suitable normalization 
to account for dimensional differences as well as desired weighting. 
Equation (10) governing panel twist is not weighted heavily since a free 
sheet made up entirely of flat panels may not in general be a good 
approximation to a stream surface. The instabilities produced by a local 
flow anomaly are severe enough that a very small penalty on panel twist 
force relaxation of the boundary condition causing the local anomaly. 
The procedure for solving the overdetermined equation set is iterative as 
before. At the beginning of an iteration, equation (6) is solved for A 
as a function of the current 8 using Newton's method with controlled 
step size, i.e., 
dF 
6/\ 
AA=-pF 
(11) 
This is essentially the subiteration which was discussed previously in 
Section 4.3.1. Upon obtaining convergence, a new estimate for 8 is 
calculated by solving the equation 
( 
b -6-G + %i bG bf b& ) (A@) = -P (::) (12) 
in a least square sense, where the Jacobian on the left is evaluated at 
the point A =f(@) as determined from (11) and 
calculated from 
af/as is 
bF bf bF =. 
= z+ b0 
(13) 
We assume here that G and K have been normalized appropriately. 
When using the Least Squares Method, a new Jacobian is computed after 
every two iterations. If cycle of step size reduction exceeds 3 (see 
Appendix G of Volume I), then a new Jacobian will also be formed. 
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5.0 USER'S INPUT GUIDE 
In this section instructions are given to enable the user to properly set up a 
flow model and prepare the program input data. Since proper formulation of 
the flow model is paramount in obtaining a solution, considerable description 
of the networks and their characteristics is given. Several examples are 
given illustrating the proper network placement for various configuration 
planforms. A complete listing of the Input Formats and two example cases are 
also included. 
5.1 Capabilities and Restrictions 
The Leading Edge Vortex (LEV) program is a versatile tool for calculating 
flows about a class of configurations with leading edge vortex 
separation. The wing geometry may be arbitrary in the sense that leading 
edge and trailing edge may be curved or kinked and the wing may have 
arbitrary camber and twist. The limitina factor on olanform shaDe is that 
only a sjngle primary vortex system be formed. Configurations for which a 
stronq well defined vortex system does not exist in real flow will 
probably encounter convergence difficulties during the solution. This 
includes configurations with less than 60 leading edge sweep, 
configurations with discontinuities in the leading edge which will promote 
the formation of more than one vortex system, and solutions at low angles 
of attack where a well defined vortex has not yet formed in real flow. 
Planforms for which successful solutions have been obtained include delta, 
arrow, and diamond wings with pointed or cropped wing tips, and also 
gothic and ogee planforms. Several of these examples may be found in 
Volume I - Engineering Document, Sections 6 and 7. A variety of camber 
and twists have also been successfully analyzed. Several of these 
examples may be found in reference 4. Again the key requirement in any of 
these solutions is that a single well formed vortex exist in the real 
flow. (Note that it may be possible to obtain a solution on a 
configuration with mOre than one vortex system on each side of the plane 
of symmetry as long as the systems never coalesce. However, this 
capability has not been explored at the time of this writing). 
The program has a symmetry condition option (NSYMM, card 9) which must be 
set in the input. Normally solutions are obtained assuming a plane of 
symmetry. For asymmetric configurations or configurations at yaw the 
symmetry condition must be defeated and both sides of the configurations 
specified; (For these cases two vortex systems will be specified). The 
network setup for asymmetric cases will be discussed in section 5.4.6, 
results are shown in Figure 23, section 7.1.2, Volume I - Theory Document. 
An often overlooked capability of the LEV program is to analyze attached 
flow models. The setup of such models is identical to that of the 
separated case except that the free and fed sheet networks are deleted. 
Use of this option allows direct comparisons between solutions that assume 
attached or separated flow. An example of this type comparison is shown 
in Figure 28b in Volume I - Theory Document. 
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The program is valid only for subsonic Mach numbers. The Gothert rule is 
applied to transform the problem to the equivalent incompressible case for 
solution. The flow model size restrictions are given in Table 1 which 
appears in section 5.5. Restrictions are given both for the Quasi-Newton 
scheme (section 4.3.1) and for the Least Squares method (section 4.3.2). 
Note that the number of singularity strength parameters does not 
correspond to the number of panels. This is because in the higher order 
panel method used there is not a one-to-one correspondence.between 
singularity unknowns and panels. Control point placement on the various 
types of networks which corresponds to the number of singularity unknowns 
will be illustrated in the next section. Also note that for the 
Quasi-Newton scheme the number of singularity parameters (which could be 
used for an attached flow solution) is greater than the combined number of 
singularity parameters, panel orientation angles, and geometry parameters 
which can be used for a separated flow solution. 
5.2 Network Description 
5.2.1 Network Nomenclature --___---- 
A network is defined as a portion of the boundary surface on which a 
certain distribution of source or doublet strength is specified, together 
with properly posed analysis (Neumann) or design (Dirichlet) boundary 
conditions. The true surface is assumed to have continuous position, 
slope and curvature. Discontinuities in these quantities are therefore 
limited to network edges. The networks are logically independent in that 
each network contributes as many equations as unknowns to the overall 
boundary value problem, hence networks can be added or dropped without 
total reformulation of the problem. 
Every network is specified by giving the coordinates of an array of grid 
points which is basically quadrilateral as illustrated in Figure 8. That 
is, the array consists of M "rows" or grid points which each contain N 
points. N is the number of columns of grid points. A triangular shaped 
network is achieved by allowing one edge of the quadrilateral collapse 
into a single point. This is accomplished by letting a single grid point 
belong to several rows or columns. 
The sense of M and N defines the orientation of a paneling network. Side 
numbering, corner numbering, grid point indexing and outward direction are 
all defind by the sense of M and N. The vector N corresponds to a column 
of grid points directed in the direction of increasing points, while the 
vector M corresponds to a row of grid points in the direction of 
increasing points. The vector NxM is directed out of the surface. The 
outward sense of a network is important when using source type networks. 
The outward side of a source network must always bound the flow. In 
setting up the geometry for a solution it is also important to know the 
proper side numbering nomenclature. Wake and design type networks such as 
those used for the free and fed sheets and the trailing wake demand a 
specific orientation when being attached to the configuration type 
networks (side 1 must attach). Figure 8 illustrates the proper 
nomenclature for a network. Several data preprocessors are included in 
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the LEV code to aid the user in defining the appropriate network input 
data. Use of these preprocessors will be discussed in a later section. 
5.2.2 Network Paneling 
Generally two types of network paneling may be employed, although other 
arrangements are possible. The two basic types illustrated in Figure 9 
are conical paneling and streamwise paneling. 
mainly for wing, 
Conical paneling is used 
free and fed sheet networks, while streamwise paneling is 
used mainly for wake networks. Streamwise paneling may also be used on 
wing networks but may require the use of the more expensive least squares 
method, LSFLOW to obtain a solution. Further discussion on the use of 
streamwise paneling on wing networks is given in sections 5.2 and 6.2 in 
Volume I - Theory Document. 
5.2.3 Network Abutments 
A typical problem will consist of several different networks, representing 
different types of singularity and boundary conditions. Control points 
located at the junction of two doublet networks are assigned to match 
singularity strength across the junction. If only one control point 
exists, doublet value is matched. If there are two opposing control 
points the component of vorticity along the junction is also matched. 
Proper edge matching is dependent on correct abutments between networks. 
In order to ensure correct abutments it is absolutely necessary that 
network paneling match identically along adjacent edges. This means that 
adjacent panel grid points across an abutment must be identical to the 
accuracy of the computer. An additional restriction is that network abut 
along complete edges, i.e., their network corner grid points must 
coincide. Examples of acceptable and unacceptable paneling abutments are 
shown in Figure 10. 
Because of the necessity of achieving proper abutments between networks 
before a valid solution may be obtained, a data check procedure (card 15, 
SDATA CHECK) has been incorporated into the program. It is imperative 
that the data check be performed to confirm proper abutment between 
networks before committing a problem to solution. A discussion of the 
abutment data check output will be given in section 6.1.3. 
5.2.4 Network Types and Uses 
The various network types and their uses are illustrated through the 
following example. 
in Figure 11. 
The paneling scheme of Figure 2 is schematically shown 
The network type used for each network is summarized in 
Table 2. Several different singularity types and boundary conditions are 
necessary to properly specify the problem. In the present program eight 
network types are available for modeling a given configuration along with 
its separated vortex system. Each network type represents a different 
source or doublet distribution accompanied by a properly posed set of 
boundary conditions. These network types are distinguished by the index 
NT. A brief description of each available type is presented below. 
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TYPE AND USE OF EACH NETWORK OF ARROW WINGBODY 
TABLE 2 
Network Sequence 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Network 
Type 
NT = 1 
-- 
NT = 1 Lower Forebody 
NT = 1 
NT = 1 
NT = 1 
NT = 1 
NT = 2 
NT = 2 
NT = 8 
NT = 8 
NT = 10 
NT = 6 
NT = 8 
NT = 4 
NT = 14 
NT = 4 
NT = 14 
NT = 16 
NT = 10 
Use 
Upper Forebody 
Upper Midbody 
Lower Midbody 
Upper Aftbody 
Lower Aftbody 
Wing 
Wing 
Carry Over Lifting System 
Carry Over Lifting System 
Wake of Carry Over System 
Near Wake 
Trailing Wake of Near Wake 
Free Sheet 
Fed Sheet 
Free Sheet 
Fed Sheet 
Wake of Free Sheet 
Wake of Fed Sheet 
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NT = 1: Source/Analysis Network 
This network is used primarily to represent the exterior surfaces of thick 
wings and bodies. See network numbers 1 to 6 of Figure 11 as examples. 
When inputting source type networks one should always be careful that the 
surface normal (N x M) points out into the flow. 
The singularity parameters and control point locations for the 
Source/Analysis network are illustrated in Figure 12. 
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NT = 2: Doublet/Analysis Network 
This network is used primarily to represent a thin wing and is placed on 
the camber surface of the wing (e.g., networks 7 and 8 of Figure 11). 
This network type is also used as a lifting system for a thick wing. Here 
the network is placed on the camber surface in the same fashion as for a 
thin wing. However, Source/Analysis (NT = 1) networks are then added to 
form the upper. and lower wing surfaces. 
The singularity parameter and control point locations for the 
Doublet/Analysis networks are illustrated in Figure 13. 
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NT = 4: Doublet/Design %l Network 
This network is used as a free sheet, that is, a sheet which has ACp = 0 
boundary conditions and is updated to be a stream surface. (Cp here is 
calculated using the second order formula, equation 18, section 6.2.2.) 
See networks 14 and 16 of Figure 11 as examples. These examples 
illustrate two important rules concerning the corner point input of a free 
sheet network. First, the apex or collapsed side of a free sheet must be 
side 4. Secondly, the side adjoining the wing (or adjoining another free 
sheet attached to the wing) must be side 1. 
The singularity parameter and control point locations for the 
Doublet/Design #l network are illustrated in Figure 14. 
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NT = 6: Doublet/Design #2 Network 
This network is used for a wake in place of a type NT = 8 network when .the 
approximation of the linearized pressure formulas is deemed insufficient 
(see discussion in section 7.1.1, Vol. 1). The boundary condition ACp = 
0 (where Cp is calculated using the second order formula, equation 18, 
section 6.2.2), is applied on each panel. In contrast to the type NT = 4 
network, this network must remain fixed. See network 12 of Figure 11 as 
an examaple. If an additional wake is attached to a type 6 network as in 
Figure 11, the wake should adjoin side 3 of the type 6 network. 
The singularity parameters and control point locations for the 
Doublet/Design #2 network are illustrated in Figure 15. 
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NT = 8: Doublet/Wake #l Network 
This network is used as a wake behind a wing. It satisfies a built-in 
boundary condition, namely that ACp = 0, (where Cp is calculated using 
the linearized pressure formula equation 16, section 6.2.2). This is 
achieved by making doublet strength constant along columns (which are 
presumed to be in the stream direction). See network 13 of Figure 11 as 
examples. One rule concerning corner point inputs for an NT = 8 network 
is that side 1 must always be placed next to the wing or near wake 
trailing edge. 
A type 8 network is also used as a carry-over lifting system which extends 
the wing lifting system into the body (see networks 9 and 10 in Figure 
11). For this purpose the type 8 network is turned sideways. Note that 
side 1 must adjoin the wing lifting system root edge. 
The singularity parameters and control point locations for the 
Doublet/Wake#l networks are illustrated in Figure 16. 
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M 
NT = 10: Doublet/Wake #4 Network 
This network is used as a wake behind a carry-over lifting system or a fed 
sheet. It has constant doublet strength and therefore, carries no shed 
vorticity. As examples see networks 11 and 19 of Figure 11. Note that 
side 1 is always placed next to the carry-over lifting system or fed 
sheet trailing edge. 
The singularity parameter and control point locations for the Doublet/Wake 
#4 network are illustrated in Figure 17. 
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NT = 14: Fed Sheet Network (Doublet/Wake#2) 
This network is of the same basic construction as the type NT = 8 network 
but has special panel center and terminated edge velocity evaluation 
points for the calculation of the total force on the network. See 
networks 15 amd 17 of Figure 11 as an example. Note that side 1 must 
adjoin the free sheet. 
The singularity parameters and control point locations for the Fed Sheet 
network are illustrated in Figure 18. 
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NT = 16: Doublet/Wake #3 Network 
This network is used as a wake behind a free sheet. It is just like a 
Doublet/Wake #l network (type 8) except that its degrees of freedom are 
associated with its edge corner points so that it can be used behind a 
free sheet. It satisfies a built-in boundary condition, namely that A Cp 
= 0 (where Cp is calculated using the linearized pressure formula, 
equation 16). This is achieved by making doublet strength constant along 
columns (which are presumed to be in the stream direction). See network 
#18 of Figure 11 as an example. Note that side 1 is always placed next 
to the free sheet trailing edge. 
The singularity parameter and control point locations for the Doublet/Wake 
#3 networks are illustrated in Figure 19. 
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5.2.5 Network Geometry Preprocessors 
In order to facilitate the definition of the various networks in the 
program input several geometry data preprocessors have been included in 
the code. These preprocessors will greatly simplify the user's task by 
generating the network grid point geometry for most cases. A preprocessor 
option (8POINTS) is also included to allow completely general grid point 
definition by some outside source. The following preprocessors are 
available within the code. 
$POINTS 
SQUADR I LATERAL 
SGOTHIC 
$TRAILING WAKE 
SVORTEX 
In addition, a sixth preprocesor called SCAMBERED WING is also available 
for use with SQUADRILATERAL or $GOTHIC for the simplified input of 
cambered or twisted surfaces. 
A description and discussion of the various preprocessors follows. 
SPOINTS - This option allows the input of a user defined array of XYZ 
points in 6ElO.O format. It can be used to define any type of network and 
is the most general input for planform and camber shapes. The input 
formats for SPOINTS are given in section 5.5. Users may find some 
difficulty in obtaining proper abutments between networks defined using 
SPOINTS and networks defined using $GOTHIC or SQUADRILATERAL. This may 
occur because of the requirement for adjacent grid points across abutments 
being identical not being met. The abutments may appear identical in the 
program printout but it must be realized that the grid point coordinates 
calculated by SGOTHIC or SQUADRILATERAL may have more significant figures 
than shown in the output format. In such cases it may be convenient to 
dispose the network geometry (which is saved on TAPE14) as punch card 
output, and reinput the networks using SPOINTS. 
SQUADRILATERAL - This option allows the definition of a network by 
specifying the network corner points and the internal percentage arrays to 
define the paneling distribution. This option is useful in defining 
simple wing planforms and design wakes. The input formats for 
SQUADRILATERAL are given in section 5.5. SCAMBERED WING may be used with 
this option to define a camber and a twist for the network. 
BQUADRILATERAL may be used to generate any type network. 
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$GOTHIC - This option allows the definition of a network with a straight 
or curved edge. A longitudinal array of XYZ points is input which defines 
both the edge geometry and the longitudinal panel spacing. A percentage 
array defines a lateral panel spacing. The input formats for SGOTHIC are 
given in section 5.5. SCAMBERED WING may be used with this option to 
define a camber and twist for the network. SGOTHIC may be used to 
generate any type network. 
STRAILING WAKE - This option is used to define a simple network paneling 
which consists of a single row of panels. This network attaches to 
another specified network edge and extends straight back (parallel to the 
X-axis) to a specified distance. This option is used exclusively to 
generate wake networks. The network and edge to which the wake attaches 
is defined to ensure a proper abutment. The input formats for STRAILING 
WAKE are in section 5.5. 
$VORTEX - This option will automatically generate a free and fed sheet 
network and their associated trailing wakes. The shapes of the free and 
fed sheet networks are based on Smith's conical results which are 
discussed in section 5.3. The network edge to which the free sheet 
attaches is defined to assure proper edge abutment. More than one set of 
free and fed sheet networks may be specified in tandem in order to satisfy 
the edge abutment constraints when mOre than one network has been used to 
define the wing. This option may only be used to define free (NT=4) and 
fed (NT=14) sheet (and associated wake) networks. The input formats for 
SVORTEX are given in section 5.5. 
8CAMBERED WING - This option is used in conjunction with SGOTHIC or 
8QUADRILATERAL to generate network goemetry for cambered or twisted 
surfaces. Camber lines can be defined independent of the network arrays 
to define a 3-D cambered surface. Linear spanwise interpolation is used 
to generate the cambered surface at the network grid points. 
$CAMBERED WING can also be used to generate conical camber of the form 
used by Wentz (ref. 5) or conical camber where the wing is a portion of a 
circular arc. 
5.3 Starting Solution -- 
The iterative process used in the solution of the leading edge vortex 
problem required an initial guess for the free and fed sheet goemetry. A 
reasonable guess may be based on the conical solution of Smith (ref. 3). 
Smith's results are reproduced in Figure 20, which shows the shape of the 
free sheet and the size of the fed sheet for various values of the 
parameter “a". This parameter is defined as 
a 
a- = tanY (14) 
where a denotes the angle of attack in radians and Y is one-half of the 
apex angle of a delta wing. The sheet geometries of Figure 20 represent 
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transverse cuts through the configuration normal to the wing surface. The 
y,z-coordinates are nondimensionalized by the wing semispan s. The 
locations of the line vortex along the terminated edge of the fed sheet 
are given for several values of a (0.21 a zz 3.0) and are connected by a 
dashline. The straight line between the last point on the free sheet and 
the line vortex is the trace of the fed sheet. An example is shown for 
II a II = 1.4. 
Smith's results are available within the LEV program through a network 
preprocessor called IVORTEX. Here Smith's solution in tabulated form is 
used to form the network goemetry for the initial guess on the free and 
fed sheet shape. Figure 21 illustrates how an initial free-sheet geometry 
is obtained for a nonconical wing geometry. For this purpose the 
assumption is made that initially the shape of the free sheet at a 
particular chordwise station is the same as that of a certain delta wing. 
This delta wing is locally equivalent to the considered nonconical wing 
geometry and is defined as a wing that has the same apex position and the 
same local semispan at that chordwise station where the initial free-sheet 
geometry is to be computed. Thus, the parameter a can be calculated at 
each transverse cut for a given angle of attack and a given angle Y = arc 
tan (s/x). Linear interpolation of Smith's data provides the desired 
initial free-sheet geometry for a chosen number of free-sheet panels. All 
free-sheet segments-of a transverse cut (y,z-pl 
same chord length. 
ane) have approximately the 
The described procedure also provides the size of the fed sheet at all 
geometry defining transverse cuts. During the iteration process the shape 
of the free and fed sheet may change dramatical ly as shown in Figure 22. 
Here a transverse cut through the free and fed sheet at the trailing edge 
of an aspect ratio 2.0 delta wing is shown. The initial guess is 
generated by the SVORTEX preprocessor based on Smith's conical solution. 
The converged position shows considerable growth of the free and fed sheet. 
It should be emphasized that Smith's conical data provide only the initial 
free-sheet geometry. This is a convenient choice and a good guess for 
wing geometries that are not too different from flat delta wings. The 
computed doublet distributions and the sheet geometries computed in 
subsequent cycles of the iteration procedure are, in general, not conical. 
The choice of initial and fed sheet shape is in general not critical to 
the converged solution. However, the choice will affect the number of 
iterations necessary for a solution to achieve convergence and may 
preclude convergence in some cases. Figure 23 illustrates a case in which 
an asymmetric initial guess was used. Eight iterations later, the 
solution had converged to a symmetric solution. 
Initial guesses other than those based on the Smith's results can be 
used. The most general option available is the use of the SPOINTS 
preprocessor. SPOINTS allow a network definition by xyz panel corner 
points, which gives the user complete freedom in specifying free and fed 
sheet shape. Sometimes it is desirable only to grow the Smith guess in 
order to increase the clearance between the fed sheet termination and the 
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wing surface (i.e., on a highly cambered wing). This may be accomplished 
within the 8VORTEX preprocessor by use of the APC parameter on card V5. 
APC is an increment to the "a" parameter of equation 14. A positive value 
for APC will result in a larger free and fed sheet. In general it is 
easier for a large free sheet/fed sheet to contract to a converged 
position than for a small initial guess to grow into a converged position. 
5.4 Example Network Arrangements 
A series of examples illustrating the proper network arrangement for 
various configurations are presented. The purpose of these examples is to 
aid the user in the proper use and placement of the various types of 
network in formulating a flow model. These examples do not necessarily 
represent the only possible modeling for the various configurations. In 
explaining these various network arrangements it is of particular 
importance to note the network orientation. For those network for which 
the orientation is important, network side number one has been identified 
along with its M and N vector orientation. 
5.4.1 Delta Winethout Near Wake - ------ 
A delta wing without a near wake is about the simplest model for which a 
leading edge solution can be obtained. This model is in general not a 
good model because of the inadequacy of the doublet/wake 1 (NT=8) network 
in satisfying the Kutta condition (see section 7.1, Vol. 1 - Theory 
Document). Its use, if at all, should be limited to delta wings of aspect 
ratio less than 1.0 and angles of attack greater than 15 . 
The network formulation schematically is shown in Figure 24 with the 
vortex system rolled out flat in the plane of the wing. The flow model is 
made up of: 1, a doublet/analysis (NT=2) network for the wing; 2, a 
doublet/wake #l (NT=8) network for the wake from the wing; 3, a 
doublet/design #l (NT=4) network for the free sheet; 4, a doublet/design 
53 (NT=14) network for the fed sheet; 5, a doublet/wake #4 (NT=16) network 
for the wake from the free sheet; and 6, a doublet/wake# 2 (NT=lO) network 
for the network for the wake from the fed sheet. 
In setting up this model SPOINTS, SQUADRILATERAL, or SGOTHIC could be used 
to define the wing network, STRAILING WAKE to define the wake from the 
wing network and $VORTEX to define the remaining four networks 
representing the free and fed sheets and their associated wakes. 
5.4.2 Delta Wing With Near Wake 
This is the recommended model for most wing planforms. The network 
arrangement is shown in Figure 25. The near wake is actually a 
doublet/design #2 (NT=6) network, which satisfies the boundary condition 
ACp = 0 where Cp is calculated using the second order formula, equation 
17, section 6.2.2. Unlike the simpler doublet/wake #l (NT=8) network 
which only satisfies the linear ACp - 0 boundary condition, the design 
wake network accommodates a spanwise shedding of vorticify at the trailing 
edge which is necessary to properly satisfy the Kutta condition. 
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NETWORK i TYPE 1 
1 NT * 2 WING 
2 8 WAKE 
3 4 FREE SHEET 
4 14 FED SHEET 
5 16 FREE SHEET WAKE 
6 10 FED SHEET WAKE 
WAKE NT= 10 
M 
r 
h@ m 
t M 
WAKE NT-16 
WAKE NT - 8 
FIGURE 24 DELTA WING NETWORK ARRANGEMENT 
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NETWORK TYPE USE 
1 NT * 2 WING 
2 6 NEAR WAKE 
3 8 WAKE 
4 4 FREE SHEET 
5 14 FED SHEET 
6 4 FREE SHEET 
7 14 FED SHEET 
8 16 FREE SHEET WAKE 
9 10 FED SHEET WAKE 
‘1-i @ FREE SHEET - N @ I 
WAKE 
NT=4 +A NT = 16 
FIGURE 25 DELTA WING WITH NEAR WAKE NETWORK ARRANGEMENT 
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Studies (Section 7.1.1, Vol. I - Theory Document) have shown that the 
design wake can be as short as 0.1 root chords and only two rows of panels 
deep (in the x-direction). The planform may correspond to a simple 
extension of the wing planform or may increase the sweep of the edge from 
which the free sheet abuts. It is not recommended that the free sheet 
edge become parallel to the x-axis as this can make convergence more 
difficult. The free and fed sheets must extend to the end of the near 
wake. Because of the requirement that abutments occur along complete 
network edges it is necessary to split the free and fed sheets into two 
segments as shown in Figure 25. 
SPOINTS, SQUADRILATERAL, or SGOTHIC may be used to generate the wing and 
near wake geometry. STRAILING WAKE will take care of the wake network 
number 3 in the example. SVORTEX can be used to generate the remaining 
networks, numbers 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Two calls to SVORTEX will be 
necessary to generate the six networks. First, networks 4 and 5 will be 
generated without trailing wakes (KW=O, Card V2). Then networks 6, 7, 8 
and 9 can be generated. NATF (Card V4) will assure connection of networks 
6 and 7 to networks 4 and 5. JNAT (Card V5) will be referenced to the 
vortex apex network (Network 4) to assure a proper starting solution. 
5.4.3 Arrow Wing* 
A network arrangement for an arrow wing planform is shown in Figure 26. 
The need to split the wing, free and fed sheets into two networks depends 
on the type of paneling used to define the wing. If a conical type 
paneling (see Figure 9, example 2) is used, then the split in the wing, 
free, and fed sheets is necessary as shown in Figure 26 and is due to the 
constraint that networks abut along entire edges (section 5.2.3). If a 
steamwise paneling scheme (see Figure 9, example 1) is used then the wing 
and free and fed sheets could be single networks. 
5.4.4 Rectangular Wing 
A network arrangement for a rectangular wing is illustrated on Figure 27. 
Limited studies (section 7.2 - Vol. I - Theory Document) have not 
indicated a need for a design wake on rectangular wings. Some problems 
have been encountered with the convergence on rectangular wings associated 
with the starting solution generated by SVORTEX when APC=O. (card V5). 
Setting APC = 0.5 to 1.0 helped to avoid the convergence problems. 
5.4.5 Wing With Cropped Tip 
Figure 28 shows a network arrangement for a wing with a cropped wing tip. 
The presence of the tip does not by itself introduce any new network 
arrangement procedures. The arrangement shown assumes that the tip has 
been defined as part of the leading edge so that the leading edge and the 
tip together form only one edge. Conical type paneling would then be 
necessary and could be defined by use of SGOTHIC. Planforms with tips 
cropped parallel to the x-axis have experienced convergence difficulty 
using the standard ITFLOW iteration procedure, necessitating use of the 
more expensive LSFLOW procedure. 
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NETWORK TYPE USE 
1 NT = 2 WING 
2 2 WING 
3 4 FREE SHEET 
4 14 FED SHEET 
5 4 FREE SHEET 
6 14 FED SHEET 
7 16 FREE SHEET WAKE 
8 10 FED SHEET WAKE 
9 6 NEAR WAKE 
10 18 WAKE 
WAKE NT-16 
WAKE NT = 8 
FIGURE 26 ARROW ING NETWORK ARRANGEMENT 
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c NETWORK 4 23561 1 TYPE 1 USE I 
WING 
WAKE 
FREE SHEET 
FED SHEET 
FREE SHEET WAKE 
FED SHEET WAKE 
NT = 2 
8 
4 Ll 14 16 10 
@ 
WAKE NT=10 
M 
FIGURE 27 RECTANGULAR WING NETWORK ARRANGEMENT 
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NETWORK TYPE 
NT = 2 WING 
6 NEAR WAKE 
8 WAKE 
4 FREE SHEET 
14 FED SHEET 
4 FREE SHEET 
14 FED SHEET 
16 FREE SHEET WAKE 
10 FREE SHEET WAKE 
USE 
ORIGINAL TIP 
,- MODIFIED TIP 
w M 
3 FED n-- N@ 
SHEET g 
T=14 - t WAKE NT-10 
N WAKE NT = 16 
t M 
0 
N 
WAKE NT - 8 
FIGURE 28 WING WITH CROPPED TIP NETWORK ARRANGEMENT 
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A simple gambit which tends to alleviate the convergence problems is to 
modify the tip as shown in Figure 28. Instead of a tip with an edge 
parallel to the x-axis, the tip is modified to have a high sweep but still 
retain the same planform area. 
5.4.6 Asymmetric or Yaw Configurations 
The network arrangements for the preceding configuration all assumed a 
plane of symmetry and therefore zero yaw. The paneling arrangement for an 
asymmetric configuration or configuration at yaw demands that the entire 
(both sides) configuration be represented. Such an arrangement is 
illustrated in Figure 29, NSYMM (Card 9) must be set equal to zero. The 
wing may be represented by one of two networks split along the x-axis. 
When two networks are used for the wing, care must be taken to keep the 
upward sense (NxM) of the networks the same. 
5.4.7 Wing Body Configuration 
A network arrangement for a wing-body configuration has already been shown 
in Figure 11. This figure was used as an example to discuss the various 
network types and their uses in section 5.2.3. Table 2 summarizes the use 
of the various networks. One alternative possible over what is shown in 
Figure 11 is to combine all the source networks (l-6) into one network. 
Source networks are exempt from the edge matching requirements of the 
doublet networks. 
5.5 Input Format Specifications 
The input data sequence is illustrated in Figure 30. The data sequences 
consists of several cards defining the flow conditions, configuration 
reference values, program execution mode, etc. These are followed by a 
series of network data blocks which define the flow model. A network data 
block consists of any one of several data preprocessors such as SPOINTS, 
SQUADRILATERAL, SGOTHIC, ITRAILING WAKE, and SVORTEX. Two of these 
preprocessors can also include a call to SCAMBERED WING for simplified 
input of camber surfaces. 
Program size limitations have been summarized in Table 1. A summary of 
the various types of networks and their uses is given in Table 3. 
All numerical inputs are read in 6ElO.O floating point format. Some input 
variables are named in traditional integer format. These designations are 
internal designations and the data should be input as a floating point 
number. All literal words are read in A4 format. Only the first four 
characters need be input. A description of the data input follows. 
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NETWORK TYPE USE 
1 NT = 2 WING 
2 8 WAKE 
3 4 FREE SHEET 
4 14 FED SHEET 
5 16 FRF:E SHEET WAKE 
6 10 FED SHEET WAKE 
7 4 FREE SHEET 
8 14 FED SHEET 
9 16 FREE SHEET WAKE 
10 10 FED SHEET WAKE 
FIGURE 29 ASYMMETRIC OR YAW CONFIGURATION NETWORK ARRANGEMENT 
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l USER ID 
NETWORK DATA BLOCKS 
1 
f 
TITLE 
/JCASE 
- 
$AffiLE OF ATTACK 
FIGURE 30 INPUT DATA SEQUENCE 
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PROGRAM SIZE RESTRICTIONS 
TABLE 1 
Restriction on total number of networks 
NNETT 5 20 
Restrictions for Quasi-Newton Scheme, ITFLOW 
NF (No. of singularity strength parameters) 5 750 
NG (No. of free sheet panels) I 300 
= NO. of panel orientation angles 
NH (No. of fed sheet panels) I 50 
= NO. of geometry parameters 
NF + NG + NH 5 500 
Restrictions for Least Squares Method, LSFLOW 
NF I 400 
NG + NH I80 
NG + NH + NK I 144 
Where NK (=NG) is the number of twist function equations 
NF + NG + NH I 480 
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NT = 1 
NT = 2 
NT = 4 
NT = 6 
NT = 8 
NT = 10 
NT = 14 
Type Common Use 
Source/Analysis Exterior surface of thick wings and 
bodies 
Doublet/Analysis 
Doublet/Design #l 
Doublet/Design #2 
Doublet/Wake #l 
Doublet/Wake #4 
Doublet/Wake #2 
NETWORK TYPES AND THEIR USES 
TABLE 3 
Camber surface of wing 
Free sheet 
Near Wake 
Simple wake or carry over lifting system 
Wake behind carry over lifting system 
or fed sheet 
Fed sheet 
NT = 16 Doublet/Wake #3 Wake behind free sheet 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name Y - __ Description/Comment 
1 
2 l-80 Title information 
3 l-80 User information 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
:: 
14 
15 
l-10 ALPHA 
l-10 BETA 
l-10 NSYMM 
l-10 AMACH 
l-10 XREF, 
11-20 YREF, 
21-30 ZREF 
l-10 SREF, 
11-20 BREF, 
21-30 CREF, 
31-40 DREF 
SCASE 
SANGLE OF ATTACK --_I 
Angle of attack in degrees 
SYAW ANGLE 
Yaw angle in degrees; if NSYMM = 0. both sides of 
the configuration must be defined 
SSYMMETRY 
nor symmetry about X-Z plane; 0. otherwise 
SMACH NUMBER 
Mach number; must be less than 1.0 
SREFERENCES 
m, YREF, ZREF are the x,y,z coordinates of the 
moment center. 
SREF is the configuration area. 
(Half area if only half is panelled, NSYMM=l.) 
BREF = span reference length 
CREF = chord reference length 
DREF = height reference length 
SITERATION or SLEAST SQUARES ITERATION or 
~ITERATION XDATA CHECK 
IF SITERATION or SLEAST SQUARES ITERATION is specified then follow 
with ITMX on next card 
16 l-10 ITMX Maximum number of iterations allowed for the 
iterative procedure. IF ITMX < 0, the program 
will read corner points and singularity strength 
parameters data (from previous run) on disk file 
TAPE14 provided by the user. 
IF SITERATION is specified then the program will use Quasi-Newton 
scheme to find an iterative solution of the flow problem. A new 
Jacobian will be computed after every 3 iterations. 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name Description/Comment - - - 
If SLEAST SQUARES ITERATION is specified then the progrm will use 
Least Squares method to find an iterative solution of the flow 
problem. A new Jacobian is computed after every 2 iterations. 
However, if cycle of step size reduction exceeds 3 (see Section 
4.3.2), a new Jacobian will also be formed. 
IF SSUBITERATION is specified then program will stop after completing 
subiteration phase of solution. No ITMX card is required. 
IF $DATA CHECK is specified then program will set up network mesh 
points only. No ITMX card is required. An output file (TAPE14) with 
the network mesh points will be created for external graphics. 
processing. (Also see statement after card 22-END OF CASE). 
17 l-10 
18 l-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
19 l-10 
11-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
20 
21 l-10 
ITPRIN 
ITVRCP 
IPLOTP 
IPTIME 
IPNPIC 
IPSOLV 
ISINGS 
IGEOMP 
ISINGP 
ICONTP 
IBCONP 
IEDGEP 
NNETT 
SPRINT 
mtinq output occurs at every ITPRIN iterations. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
= 1. 
for printout of variables, residuals and 
corrections resulting from full iteration 
for printer plot of cuts of vortex system 
for printout of elapsed CPU time from 
various programs and subroutines 
for printout of near field and far field 
information 
for printout of out-of-core equations solver 
information 
for printout of resultant values of 
singularity strength and gradient at panel 
corners, centers, and edge midpoints 
for printout of geometry diagnostic data 
for printout of singularity spline 
diagnostic data 
for printout of control points diagnostic 
data 
printout of boundary condition diagnostic 
data (not used) 
for printout of edge matching diagnostic data 
SNETWORK 
Total number of networks; each call of WORTEX 
counts two or four networks (see SVORTEX), NNETT 
< 20 - 
Each network is now defined in turn by a network data block which is 
headed by one of the preprocessor options 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name Description/Comment - - - .- 
SPOINTS 
SQUADR I LATERAL 
$GOTHIC 
SVORTEX 
STRAILING WAKE 
The seauence in which the networks are to be input into the program 
is irrelevant except for the following restrictions. 
1) The sequence number of the networks must be in proper 
sequential order. 
2) A network which will be updated must be input after a 
network to which it is attached. 
3) Moreover, the data cards (SQUADRILATERAL, SGOTHIC, SPOIN 
for setting up wing and/or body networks should precede 
those (SVORTEX, STRAILING WAKE, SPOINTS) for generating 
free and fed sheets and the trailing wakes. 
TS 
******************************************************************************* 
Input data for the complete case is terminated by the following card 
22 8END OF CASE 
If SDATA CHECK is used, additional sets of data cases can be input 
following immediately the SEND OF CASE card. 
******************************************************************************* 
Pl $POI NTS 
An input format for x,y,z coordinates of all corner points of a 
network is provided for a general cambered wing geometry or any other 
network such as body, special wake, or vortex sheets. 
n NROW 
L- N 
*3 7 
11 15 w” 
2 
iii 
v) 
5; 2 6 10 14 
L 0’ 5 SIDE1 ’ 13@ I 
CORNER NUMBERS 
N&L 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format 
Number Column - - 
P2 l-10 
11-20 
21-30 
P3 
P4 
l-10 
11-20 
l-60 
Name 
KN 
ZIP 
Description/Comment 
Network no. 
Type of network 
Update index 
= 0. Fixed network 
1. Trailing wake enamating from free or fed 
sheet 
2. Fed sheet 
3. Free sheet to which no fed sheet is attached 
4. Free sheet to which a fed sheet is attached 
NROW Number of rows and columns of the specified 
NCOL network 
ZM(l,I,J) x,y,z coordinates of corner points input by 
ZM(2,I,J) column (J=l, NCOL). Corner points are input 
ZM(3,I,J) sequentially (see figure above), two points per 
(I=l,NROW) card and continuous per point column. Start each 
column on a new card. 
t******************************************************************************* ************************ 
Ql l-4 $QUADRILATERAL 
n 
L - 
cu 
s 
NROW 5; ; 
6- - 
SC CORNER 
N 2 
SIDE 1 
4 
NCOL iOL 
This data card calls for using Quadrilateral 
preprocessor to generate mesh points for a 
specified network no. with the given four corner 
points. 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name Description/Comment - - - 
42 l-10 KN Network no. 
11-20 NT Type of network 
21-30 NUP Update index 
= 0. Fixed network 
1. Trailing wake enanating from free or fed 
sheet 
2. Fed Sheet 
3. Free sheet to which no fed sheet is attached 
4. Free sheet to which a fed sheet is attached 
43 l-60 
s:I;9:; 
x,y,z coordinates of corner 
;'5i::$ 
pts. 1 and 2 input by the following order, 
Xl~Yl,Zl' X2WY2'Z2' 
, 
Q4 l-60 SC(l,J) x,y,z coordinates of corner pts. 3 and 4 
SC(2, J) input by the following order, 
SC(3,J) X4,Y4'Z4. 
X3'Y3VZ3' 
(J=3,4) 
If any z coordinate of the given four corner points is not zero, a 
simple twisted wing will be set up using linear interpolation. 
Q5 
Q6 
l-10 NROW Number of rows 
l-60 YPC(1) Percent values (100% = 1.) for cuts along 
(I=l,NROW) column, i.e., side 2 and 4. 
47 l-20 NCOL Number of columns 
Q8 l-60 XPC(J) Percent values (100% = 1.) for cuts along 
(J=l,NCOL) row, i.e., side 1 and 3. 
Qg SCAMBERED WING (OPTIONAL) 
Input SCAMBERED WING data block for simplified camber definition. If 
this option is chosen, the network mesh points generated by SQUAD 
must have corner 1 at the apex. 
**************t***************************************************************** 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name Description/Comment --- 
Gl $GOTHIC 
M 
62 l-10 
11-20 
21-30 
63 l-10 
G4 l-60 
65 l-10 
66 l-60 
67 l-10 
68 
NROW 
Of- NCEN = 1 
NCEN = NCOL 
KN 
NT 
NUP 
Network no. 
Type of network 
Update index 
= 0. Fixed network 
1. Trailing wake emanating from free or fed 
sheet 
2. Fed sheet 
3. Free sheet to which no fed sheet is attached 
4. Free sheet to which a fed sheet is attached 
NCOL Number of corner points along leading edge 
sg, 
x,y,z coordinates of corner pts. along 
SC(3:J) 
leading edge from nose to tail 
(J=l, NCOL) 
NROW Number of spanwise cuts 
YPC( I) Percent values (100% =l.) for spanwise cuts. 
(I=l,NROW) 
NCEN Number of corner pts. of wing network along 
centerline; NCEN should be less or equal to 
NCOL. If NCENtNCOL, then wing geometry with 
swept trailing edge will result. This option is 
presently invalid for analysis due to abutment 
restrictions. It can be used to generate a set 
of data which upon proper manipulation can be 
reinput using SPOINTS. 
SCAMBERED WING (OPTIONAL) 
Input SCAMBERED wing data block for simplified camber definition 
***t*************************************************************************** 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column - - 
Tl 
Name Description/Comment 
STRAILING WAKE 
Tl%!!-data card calls for using Trailing Wake 
preprocessor to generate mesh points for the 
trailing wake network attached to wing 
T2 
T3 
T4 
l-10 KN 
11-20 NT 
21-30 NUP 
l-10 
11-20 
l-10 
n SIDE 4 
Network no. 
Type of network 
Update index 
= 0. Fixed network 
1. Trailing wake emanating from free or fed 
sheet 
2. Fed sheet 
3. Free sheet to which no fed sheet is attached 
4. Free sheet to which a fed sheet it attached 
NAT Sequence number of network to which side 1 of 
trailing network is attached 
NSD Side of network to which side 1 of trailing 
network is attached 
XWAKE X coordinate of corner pt. of downstream of the 
trailing wake; should be about 50 times of the 
X-coordinates of the trailing edge along 
centerline. It is essential that this value 
should be the same as the one given in card no. 
V6 under SVORTEX. 
XWAK 
*************t***************************************************************** 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name --- Description/Comment 
Vl SVORTEX 
This data card calls for using Vortex 
preprocessing to generate mesh points for free 
sheet, fed sheet, and as an option the attached 
trailing wakes. Either two or four networks will 
be generated. 
NROWV 
XWAKE I 
v2 l-10 KN 
11-20 KW 
Network no. for free sheet, the fed sheet will 
have network no. KN+l. 
If KW = l., then the trailing wake networks 
attached to free sheet and fed sheet will also be 
formed. Their network numbers will be KN+2 and 
KN+3 respectively. 
If KW=O. then no trailing wake networks are formed 
v3 l-10 NROWF Number of rows on free sheet 
11-20 NROWV Number of rows on fed sheet 
v4 l-10 NAT Sequence number or network to which side 1 of 
the free sheet is attached 
11-20 NSD Side of network which side 1 of free sheet is 
attached 
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Data Card Variable (Numeric data are input in 6ElO.O format) 
Number Column Name - - - Description/Comment 
21-30 NATF Sequence number of another free sheet network to 
which side 4 of the free sheet is attached 
Set NATF=O if side collapses to a point 
v5 
V6 
l-10 APC Perturbation parameters for size of free and fed 
sheets. The parameter a is reset to a + APC. If 
the user wants the original initial guess, APC 
should be set to 0. 
11-20 JNAT Sequence number of the vortex network to which 
the apex of the complete vortex system resides. 
JNAT will differ from KN when more than one set 
of networks are used to define the free and fed 
sheets. See figures 25 and 26 as examples. 
l-10 XWAKE This card is required only if KW = 1. 
X-coordinates of corner pt. at downstream of the 
trailng wake; should be about 50 times of the 
X-coordinate of the trailing edge along 
centerline. (also see T4) 
******************************************************************************* 
SCAMBERED WING 
A deck must first be prepared to generate the desired networks for the flat 
plate representation of the configuration to be studied. The wing plan view 
itself will be generated either through use of the SQUADRILATERAL preprocessor 
or the SGOTHIC preprocessor. 
The three-dimensional character of the wing can be defined by use of the 
SCAMBERED WING preprocessor. This preprocessor generates the z coordinate for 
the (x,y) coordinates of the flat wing representation of the desired 3-D wing 
through interpolation. In general, the cambered surface is defined through a 
set of input data specifying the wing mean lines in the chordwise direction at 
a limited number of spanwise stations (no more than 50). It is also possible 
to input a fixed mean line shape valid for all span stations scaled to the 
local chord. The SCAMBERED WING preprocessor also can generate the camber 
surface for wings with circular arc spanwise camber. This preprocessor was 
originally developed in reference 6. 
Thus, the current technique for generation for three-dimensional wing networks 
consists of two steps: 
(1) Generate wing plan view, with desired paneling density using SGOTHIC 
or SQUADR I LATERAL. 
(2) Generate wing z coordinates using SCAMBERED WING. 
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It is essential that the card set $CAMBERED WING should follow imnediately the 
card set $QUADRIALATERAL or $GOTHIC. 
A description of the input card preparation, as part of the $GOTHIC or 
$QUADRILATERAL input cards is as follows (data are input in 6ElO.O format): 
Number Column Name - - - 
Cl 
c2 l-10 CNTRL 
Description/Comnent 
$CAMBERED WING 
CNTRL controls which type of wing is 
generated: CNTRL = 1. is for a single mean 
line for all span stations, CNTRL = 2. is for 
varying camber and twist with span, CNTRL = 3. 
generates the Wentz (ref. 5) conical cambered 
delta, and CNTRL = 4. generates the Barsby 
conical cambered deltas (see equation (15)). 
c3 
c4 
c5 
The input cards hereafter differ and will be described for each of the 
possible values of CNTRL. 
(1) If CNTRL = 1, a 3-D wing with a single camber shape will be 
generated. The necessary input cards are as follows: 
l-10 NPCT Number of x/c's (of which z/c's will be 
defined) on card C4. 
l-60 PCTX( I) PCTX( I) is a table of percent local 
(I=l,NPCT) chord at which the z percent local chord is 
be specified on the following cards. (100% 
1.0) 
l-60 PCTZ( I) PCTZ(I) is a table of the z values in z/c. 
(I=l,NPCT) 
4 
to 
= 
This completes the necessary input for a general wing with a sin le mean 
line shape. The desired z values for the paneling generated in 3 GOTHIC or 
$QUADRILATERAL are then found through linear interpolation. 
(2) 
Number 
c3 
If CNTRL = 2., a 3-D wing with camber and twist varying with span 
station will be generated. (Note that for CNTRL = 1. or 2., it is 
not necessary to specify NPCT = NROW or NTST = NCOL for the network 
in question.) The only restrictions are NPCT, NYST 150. The 
necessary input cards are: . 
Column Name Description/Comment - - 
l-10 NPCTl Number of x/c's at which z/c's will be defined on 
card C4 
11-20 NYST Number of y stations at which z/c's will be 
defined. The x/c array will apply at each y 
station 
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Number 
c4 
Column Name Description/Comment - - 
l-60 PCTX( I) PCTX(1) is a table of percent local 
(I=l,NPCT) chord at which the z percent local chord is 
to be specified on the following cards. 
(100% = 1.0) 
c5 l-10 
C6 l-60 
YSTA Y-location at which array of z/c's will be 
defined. Input NYST sets of C5 and C6 data 
cards 
PCTZ( I) PCTZ(1) is a table of the z values 
(I=l,NPCT) in z/c. 
This completes the necessary input for a general wing with varying twist 
and camber shape. The desired z values for the paneling generated in 
$GOTHIC or $QUADRILATERAL are then found through linear interpolation. 
(3) If CNTRL = 3., a conically cambered delta wing will be generated 
where the first (0.805) b/2 is flat and at the maximum z, and the 
remainder of the wing semispan is a portion of a circular arc. The 
maximum z is 0.105 of the wing local semispan. See reference 5 for a 
description of these wings. When CNTRL = 3., no further data cards - 
are required. 
(4) If CNTRL = 4., a conically cambered delta wing will be generated, 
where the wing is a portion of a circular arc in the spanwise 
direction determined by the equation: 
(15) 
(b/2) 
'local = 2p 
local 
J(1 + P? - (g&y) 2 
- 
where p = 0.0 corresponds to a flat wing an p = 1.0 corresponds to a 
wing which is one-half of a cone. One further card is then required 
to specify the value of p. 
Number Column Name - - - 
c3 l-10 Pl 
Description/Comment 
o.o< PlI 1.0 
******************************************************************************* 
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5.6 Example Input Case 
As an aid to the user in understanding the proper application of the input 
format specifications, two example input cases are provided. The first 
case consists of an aspect ratio 1.15 flat delta wing with a design wake. 
The network arrangement is shown in Figure 25, section 5.4.2. The inputs 
for this case are given in Figure 31. 
The second case is a 70 panel twisted arrow wing. The network arrangement 
is shown in Figure 26, section 5.4.3. The inputs for this case are given 
in Figure 32. 
5.7. Practical Instructions 
The preceding sections have given sufficient instructions to properly set 
up a solution, here practical hints are given to aid in their use. 
1. Always submit a data check (SDATA CHECK, Card 15) before submitting 
the solution to iteration. Check abutment data (described in section 
6.1.3) to ensure proper network arrangement. 
2. Use SSUBITERATION (Card 15) for further checking of unusual cases. 
If solution does not converge in subiteration it will not converge in 
the full iteration process. Use of SSUBITERATION is not necessary 
for typical cases. 
3. Most well posed cases using conical type paneling on the lifting 
surface will converge using SITERATION (Card 15). Try 5 iterations 
(ITMX, Card 16) and save results on TAPE14. If case appears to be 
converging but residual (SSR) are greater than 10-3, repeat 
iterations starting with saved results (set ITMX negative). 
4. Cases which appear to have difficulty in converging using SITERATION 
may respond to the least squares solver, SLEAST SQUARES. This will 
include most cases with streamwise lifting systems. Save data on 
TAPE14 in case more iterations are necessary. Remember that SLEAST 
SQUARES is mOre expensive than SITERATION. Also remember the 
paneling limitations given in Table 1 
5. Reasonable.results have been obtained using 60-70 panels on the wing, 
7-9 rows (NROWF, Card V3) on the free sheet, and 3 rows (NROWV, Card 
V3) on the fed sheet. More wing panels may be necessary to obtain 
desired simulation of wing camber and resolutuion of the pressure 
distribution. 
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FIGURE 31 INPUT SPECIFICATION - AR = 1.15 DELTA WING 
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NO. CARD IMPGCS 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
h 
7 
a 
9 
IO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1I 
19 
2. 
21 
?P 
23 
34 
25 
76 
27 
28 
29 
39 
31 
37 
s3 
s4 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4iJ 
41 
42 
SCPSE 
70 PAhEL TUISTEO ARROY WING OF HANROE 
TINOCO AND LU 
IANGLE OF ATTACK 
15.9 
SYAY 
0. 
~SYKHCTRY 
1. 
SRACH NO. 
0.40 
JRFFERENCES 
2R.777 0. cl. 
489.713 1. 29.652 1.0 
tDATP CHECK 
SPRINT 
1. 1. 1. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 
SNfTUnRK 
1G. 
SPOINTS 
1. 2. 0. 
a. I. 
3.51070 
3.51020 
3.51510 
3.51020 
9.76610 
9.76610 
9.76610 
9.76610 
18.00000 
18.coooo 
18.00000 
18.00000 
26.EOOCO 
26.h0000 
26.60000 
26.hODOO 
35.00000 
35.0000@ 
35.00000 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR 
P THREE DItlENSIONAL SOLUTION OF FLOYS OVER YINGS 
YITH LEADING EDGE VORTCX SEPARATION 
- LIST OF INPUT DATA CARDS - 
0.00000 0.00000 3.51020 0.00000 @.O?OOO 
o.cacGo 0.00000 3.5lUZO 0.00000 U.OJOOO 
O.OGCCO 0.000t0 3.51..20 0.3ibljO O.CdOOO 
0.00000 0.00G00 3.51U20 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00000 0.0c000 9.76610 .29813 -.00992 
.7h662 -.02616 9.76610 1.21382 -. 04248 
1.51195 -.05377 9.76blO 1.72490 -. G6204 
I.95914 -.07133 9.76610 2.3295G -. 09286 
0.00000 0.00000 1fJ.00000 .69054 -.01605 
1.77566 -.04493 18.00000 2.A1147 -.14472 
3.50200 -.23210 i8.notoo 3.99524 -.I79902 
4.53781 -.3E9C5 1l3.00000 4.93240 -.45796 
0.0000c o.OcOLo 26.60cCO 1.10039 -.c1407 
2.82956 -.Ob694 26.60000 4.40014 -.23916 
5.58053 -.37778 26.60000 6.36652 -.49201 
7.23111 -.63322 26.60000 7.85990 -.74405 
0.00000 o.ouooo 35.uoooo 1.50070 -.00385 
3.85895 -.06739 35.00000 6.11000 -.22973 
7.61010 -.39398 3s.00000 8.68263 -.53159 
0. 
FIGURE 32 INPUT SPECIFICATION - ARROW ING 
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45 
54 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5@ 
s1 
52 
53 
54 
55 
I6 
F7 
"R 
l-0 
ii 
61 
6 7 
63 
64 
65 
Fh 
r> 7 
&b 
69 
7 '1 
71 
77 
73 
74 
75 
7h 
77 
-IA 
79 
PO 
a1 
A? 
83 
A4 
85 
A6 
87 
88 
09 
90 
91 
92 
73 
94 
95 
96 
97 
96 
99 
lO@ 
101 
ll.2 
103 
35.00000 9.86176 
40.00000 0.00000 
40.00000 4.47167 
40.00000 R.81912 
40.@0000 11.42760 
45.21610 0.00000 
45.21610 5.11088 
45.21610 10.07900 
45.21610 13.06115 
JPOINTS 
2. 2. 0. 
R. 5. 
45.21610 o.oocu3 
45.21615 5.110Fb 
45.21610 10.079RO 
45.11610 13.06115 -.53(312 
50.00000 5.01431 .1:t01 
53.?OOLO 8.90626 .10163 
5C.CFO 12.69Lll 
50.0C000 14.96042 
55.F0000 10.25512 
55.00000 1:.1!7311 
55.ZLCJO 15.41837 
55.GOCOO 16.9455‘ 
6O.OOCOO 15.49551 
6P.00000 16.A3999 
hG.qC000 18.14670 
6*.@cOOr le.93072 
65.275GO 21.02500 
65.77500 21.02500 
65.275'0 21.02500 
65.275UO 21.02500 
SVORTEX 
3. 
h. 
1. 
0. 
SVORTEX 
5. 
8. 
2. 
0. 
2500. 
1POINTS 
9. 
4. 
45.21hl 
60. 
50. 
60. 
55. 
62.5 
60. 
64. 
65.275 
0. 
3. 
3. 0. 
3. 
1. 
3. 
3. 3. 
3. 
-.70224 35.00000 10.71930 -.a2589 
0.00000 40.00000 1.73898 .00608 
-.02067 40.00000 7.08014 -.16643 
-.33143 40 .t0000 lC.06125 -.47759 
-.64781 40.00000 12.42150 -.77641 
0.00000 45.21610 I.98157 .01949 
.G6109 45.21010 8.09223 -.05161 
-.21367 45.21610 11.49949 -.35829 
-.53012 45.21610 14.19690 -.65902 
J.ncooo 
.J6109 
-.21367 
'.lY5t6 50.00 13.77121 - 
-.a.;570 50.00000 15.82530 
.27657 55.GOO@O 11.27323 
.OY550 55.nc000 14.40026 
-.14196 55.035OG lb.14559 
-.29569 55.03L@F 17.5273C 
.18161 60.00000 16.01862 
.(r5:59 60.00000 17.62401 
-.07hlS 60.OOGOO 18.S2004 
-.15998 60.00000 19.22940 
-.00009 65.27500 21.025CO 
-.00004 65.27500 21.02500 
-.00004 65.27500 21.02500 
-.00004 65.27500 21.02500 
6. 0. 
5. 
0. 0. 
0. 0. 
5.01431 .156Ql 
5.014 .156 
10.25512 .27657 
10.26 .27-f 
15.49594 .18161 
15.50 .I82 
21.025 -.t0004 
65.275 21.025 -.00CD4 
STRAILING WAKE 
10. a. 0. 
Q. 3. 
2500. 
SEND OF CASE 
45.21610 1.98757 
45.21610 R.CS223 
45.21610 11.45'149 
45.21610 14.19690 
50.00000 6.52785 
5O.ClGOClG 11.17657 
52.5 0. 
65.215 0. 
5s. 5.1014 
65.275 5.c14 
57.5 10.26 
65.215 10.26 
62. 15.50 
65.275 15.50 
65.215 21.025 
65.215 21.025 
.01949 
-.05161 
-.35R29 
-.65902 
.lC.R34 
-. 55564 
*.304m7 
-.51511 
.21775 
-.a4357 
-.21413 
-.35501 
.13249 
-. 02349 
-.11541 
-.19332 
-.09304 
-.00004 
-.00004 
-.ooLlo4 
0. 
0. 
.156 
.156 
.277 
,277 
.182 
,182 
-.00004 
-.00')04 
FIGURE 32 CONCLUSION 
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6.0 OUTPUT GUIDE 
In this section the organization of the computer output is described. The 
nomenclature employed.in the output is summarized in Table 4. A typical 
output (with the appropriate print options) will consist of a copy of the 
program inputs, printer plots of the initial free/fed sheet, network 
coordinates, and network abutment data. If the SDATA CHECK option had been 
used the program would terminate at this point. If the SSUBITERATION option 
is used then printout will also include results from the initial solution. If 
a complete solution is sought the singularity parameters, corrections, and 
residuals, and updated geometry can be printed every iteration. Printout of 
the solution results (pressure coefficients, velocities, etc) can be deferred 
until the final iteration, printed every so many iterations, or every 
iteration. 
Additional print options provide for the printing of detailed diagnostics 
which can be of use to a user intimately familiar with the workings of the 
code. Although of not much use to the typical user a brief description will 
be given of these options. 
The program also creates a file (TAPE14) which can be saved and used to 
restart the iterations if convergence is not achieved in the first solution 
attempt. A description will be given of TAPE14 in section 6.4. 
Examples of the output will be presented to aid in its description. The 
examples used are from the aspect ratio 1.15 flat delta wing case used to 
illustrate the inputs in section 5.6. Since the program always prints out the 
inputs, the first part of the output will appear as shown in Figure 31. The 
input'formats are described in section 5.5. 
6.1 Data Check Output 
In this section the print out typically associated with a data check will 
be described. This print out is included in every solution. 
6.1.1 Free and Fed Sheet Printer Plots (OPTIONAL, IPLOTP=l) 
Printer plots of the free and fed sheets geometry are shown in Figure 33. 
These plots are created when IPLOTP=l (Card 18). The network arrangement, 
Figure 25, contained two sets of free and fed sheet networks which results 
in the two plots. A different symbol is used for each transverse cut. 
The poor resolution of the printer plots results in a somewhat ragged look 
of the cuts but will at least give the user an idea of the initial 
geometry. Note the change in the horizontal scale for the plots of 
networks 6 and 7. 
6.1.2 Mesh Point Data 
The program always prints the mesh point data. An example of the mesh 
point data printout is shown in Figure 34. Only a partial list is shown 
for the sake of brevity. The mesh point data is organized by network. 
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fHPU1 KLTYORK KtSh POlHfS DAlf 
*ttvona ma 
~.OoOGm 
m.oocoo 
I.00100 
~.00~11 
.POS## 
.20005 
.2400&J 
.40000 
.*ooo~ 
.~0000 
.rooco 
.60000 
.60000 
.bOOEf 
.1000~ 
.eoooo 
.C0000 
.eoaoo 
1.0000e 
1.00000 
1.00000 
I. 1 
LEOO‘, 
c.:ccco 
0.0000e 
O.OOb## 
.f1725 
.035-a 
.45n31 
0.0c00c 
.05750 
.011625 
.115oe 
.051?5 
.lC781 
.I5094 
0.00000 
.11500 
.172FO 
.23040 
.OL625 
.17969 
.2515C 
;*uIIExa ROY8 
0.0cOoI 
O.GCPOI 
0.000C0 
o.fooom 
o.Ioone 
8.80O00 
0.00000 
o.oco4c 
e.nooro 
O.GGO?O 
0.5?000 
0.00000 
~.00000 
0.00E00 
0.00000 
0.09000 
o.o’)ooo 
0.00000 
0.0000n 
o.Oocoe 
0.00000 
NEIYORK no. 2 (NUM6ER POU 
l.OFOOk o.OPOon o.onoro 
1.10000 0.00000 0.00000 
1.05000 .G515b O.GPnoO 
1.0noen .I.‘75 O.F106L 
1.10000 .15215 o.oooco 
1.4soo4 . l(lBLl n.oooco 
1.0004. .21563 #.00000 
1.10000 .23719 0.00000 
1.05000 .26.1. 0.0:4’10 
1.0’)(10@ .2R750 O.COCCO 
1.10050 .31625 0.00000 
= 7 *uIIBcn COLV 
~.oooe~ #.f0101 
1.OCOOB I.OOOO@ 
n.ooooe o.Iooee 
.20555 I.eOoe* 
.20001 .0?175 
.20001 .a*313 
.2ObOI .05750 
.4UOO@ .43450 
.a0081 .OllllL 
.40GGI .lGOb3 
.60050 o.co~oo 
.60000 .4(1625 
.60OUD .129b8 
.Goooe .17250 
.noooo .OLJne 
.~OOOO .1*375 
.BOO”O .20125 
1.00000 e.00000 
i.nnooe .I4575 
1.0000~ .21563 
1.0c000 ..26750 
= 3 NUIREII COLUI 
1.05000 8.ooaoo 
1.00000 .OP625 
1.10GOO .09.11# 
1.05C110 .1:.494 
1.00000 .17969 
1.10000 .1976b 
1.05000 .22641 
1.00004 .?515b 
1.10000 .27672 
1.05000 .lGlM 
;= ‘ 
I.O##( 
I.0000 
I.eooo 
l.OII# 
‘.OOOO 
l.0000 
I.ObCO 
I.OOCC 
t.oono 
l.COOO 
I.0000 
I.0000 
bnooo 
I.0101 
I.00.1 
l.0000 
I.OOCO 
1.oeoo 
I.0040 
I.PObl 
l.oOeu 
i% 7 
I.OOCO 
'.OOO" 
1.0005 
1.00 - 
I.4OL4 
I.0040 
1.0000 
1.100~ 
b.nobo 
I.0400 
HtlUOIK HO. 3 ~UUPBCR “OUS = P WUlwfR COLUllYS I 7, 
1.10005 0.04000 0.00000 50.0000D 0.00000 o.oenee 
l.lOUO4 .09488 0.01ono 54.00000 .094ea o.oooco 
l.lOG40 .15611 O.lGOO4 5c.04ont .I5813 0.00000 
1.10000 ,19766 4.44400 50.00000 .lYlbb 0.00445 
l.lOUGO .23719 0.40440 50.00000 .23719 e.01001 
l.lOr)OO .27C72 0.00000 50.4GO?O .27672 4.00000 
l.lODOO .11625 n.00008 50.00004 .31625 * 0.0000D 
IrluoRK 110. 
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= 9 WI 
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FIGURE 34 MESH POINT DATA 
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Each network is identified followed by the number of rows and columns (M 
and N). Paired mesh points coordinates are presented by row in 6F10.5 
format in X Y Z order. 
6.1.3 Abutment Data 
The program always prints the abutment list, abutment intersection list 
and the update index arrays. These data are vital .to determining whether 
the networks have been properly defined to ensure the appropriate matching 
along their edges. Unless proper matching occurs along all network edges 
the flow model and the resulting solution will be in error. Every network 
arrangement should be run through data check and have its abutment list 
thoroughly checked before being committed to solution. 
The abutment list is shown in its entirety in Figure 35. The 
corresponding network arrangement is illustrated in Figure 36. A similar 
sketch should always be prepared to aid the user in the abutment checks. 
The abutment list consists of the abutment number, side and network 
involved, and a characterization of the control points. The user should 
refer to section 5.2.4 for the control point placement for the various 
types of networks. To facilitate understanding of the abutment list a 
walk through of the list follows. 
Abutment 1 concerns side 1 of network 1 which is on the plane of 
symmetry. These control points satisfy their appropriate boundary 
conditions. Side 4 of network ,l collapses to a point and has no 
abutment. Abutments 2 and 3 concern the remaining two sides of network 
1. These sides both abut to other networks, side 2 to the near wake 
network 2 and side 3 to the free sheet network 4. Proper matching is 
indicated by the characterization "control points peform doublet 
matching." In both cases the control points on network 1 satisy the 
boundary conditions while the control points on networks 2 and 4 do the 
matching. Abutment 4 between networks 2 and 6 is similar. 
Abutments 5, 10, 11, 14,and 15 are between networks in which one edge has 
no control points. In each case the proper abutment is indicated by the 
edge with the control points performing doublet matching. Abutments 7, 
12, 16 and 18 have no control points on their coincident edges. Here 
proper abutments are indicated by the network pairing. Abutments 8, 13, 
17, 19, 20 and 21 are not dctually abutments but free edges. If an error 
is made in the network definition such that the proper abutment is not 
made between two adjacent networks, the program will not pair the networks 
and regard them as free edges. 
The Abutment Intersection List is shown in Figure 37. This list is 
similar to the abutment list except that it characterizes the control 
point behavior at network corners. If the abutment list checks out for 
the configuration the user need not concern himself with the intersection 
list. 
The Update Index Arrays are shown in Figure 38. These arrays list the 
various control parameters which regulate the geometry update during 
- 
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iteration. These data define how the various networks are connected 
together. Table 4 lists the definitions of the various headings. The 
general user need not be concerned with this print out. 
6.2 Solution Output 
In this section the printout typically associated with an iteration 
solution will be described. For every main iteration the following is 
printed. 
Iteration Summary 
Iteration No. 
Sum of Squares of Residuals (SSR) = 
No. of Function called = 
Fraction of Newton Step taken = 
Step Size (Length of Correction Vector) = 
Force and Moment Data for NT = 1 or NT = 2 Networks 
Network Mesh Point Data 
For every ITPRINT (Card 18) iterations the detailed physical quantities 
are printed. 
When IPLOTP = 1 (Card 18) 
Printer Plot of Vortex Sheet 
When ITVRCP = 1 (Card 18) 
Values of Variables 
Residuals 
Corrections 
6.2.1 Iterative Results Summary 
These data are printed every main iteration and serve to summarize the 
progress of the solution during the iteration process. 
Iteration No. - Counter on the number of iterations taken. Starts with 
II II for the Initial guess solution. 
Sum of Squares of Residuals (SSR) - This is the sum of the squares of the 
residuals. When using ITFLOW, SSR = F2 + 62 (refer to equation 9, 
section 4.3.1). In using the Quasi-Newton, ITFLOW, SSR is a reliable 
indicator of the goodness of the solution. 
acceptable when SSR < 10-3. 
A solution may be considered 
When using the least squares solution procedure LSFLOW, SSR = 62 + K2 
(subiteration drives F to zero, also, refer to e uation 12, section 
4.3.2). 9 A solution is acceptable when SSR < lo- . For higher values of 
SSR the residual is not a reliable indicator. Many converged solutions 
will have residuals larger than 10-3. This may result because the panel 
twist residual K is included in the sum. A more reliable indicator in 
this case may be the residuals of G. 
79 
No. of Function called - Cumulative number of function residual 
calculations for the iterations performed. 
Fraction of Newton Step Taken - Refer to Appendix 6, Volume I - Theory 
Document. 
x(i+l) = x(i) + &Ax(‘), o<ag 
. 
where 6 is the fraction of Newton step taken and AX’ is the correction 
vector. 
Step Size (Length of Correction Vector) - Refer to Appendix G, Volume I - 
Theory Document 
11 SAX(')(l = 611Ad’)II 
where II II is the euclidean length. 
Force and Moment Data for NT = 1 or NT = 2 Networks - This is a force and 
moment summary on all source/analysis (NT = 1) and doublet/analysis (NT = 
2) type networks. These type networks-are uskd to define confi&ration 
surfaces and this summary will give the total forces acting on the 
configuration. An example of this printout is shown in Figure.39. The 
force and moments are with respect to the configuration axis system. Also 
printed is the network surface area. Three sets of data are printed for 
each quantity. The top values represent forces and moments calculated 
integrating pressures (based on the isentropic formula, section 6.2.2, 
equation 19) on the upper side of the network, middle values represent the 
lower surface totals, and the bottom values represent the sum of upper and 
lower. The upper and lower serise is determined by the NxM vector (points 
out from the upper surface). 
Network Mesh Point Data - Updated mesh point geometry. See 6.1.2 for 
details. 
6.2.2 Detailed Physical Quantities 
For every ITPRINT (Card 18) iterations, the detailed physical quantities 
are printed. These are also printed for the initial solution and the 
final iteration. An example of these results are shown in Figure 40. The 
quantity headings are defined in Table 4. The printout is organized by 
network. For every panel center-control point the following quantities 
are listed: 
ient 
potential* 
ial* 
Perturbation mass flux vector* 
Total mass flux vector* 
Source strength 
Doublet strength 
Doublet strength grad 
Perturbation velocity 
Total velocity potent 
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40 PHYSICAL QUANTITIES PRINTOUT 
Normal and tangential components of total 
Mass flux vector* 
Normal component of perturbation mass flux vector* 
Pressure coefficient* 
Quantities starred are listed for both the upper and lower surfaces of the 
network. Four different pressure formulas are used for the pressure 
coefficient: 
cp = - 2u (Linearized) (16) 
cp = - 2u - v2 - w2 (Slender Body) (17) 
cp = - 2u - (1 - M$,) u2 - v2 - w2 (Second Order) (18) 
I 
Y 
c,=’ [ 
Y M$ 
Imy-1M2 (2u + u2 + v2 + w2)ly-I -1 (Isentropic) (19) 
2 ao -1 
Here (u,v,w) is the perturbation velocity vector, referred to the 
compressibility axis which is aligned with the freestream vector. Also 
listed are the differences in the four pressure coefficients across the 
network (upper surface value minus lower), the control point label, the 
panel label, the control point coordinates, and the components of the 
freestream velocity. The results for each network are followed by 
summaries of the forces and moments similar to those shown in Figure 39 
and described in the previous section. In addition to the total forces 
for the network, forces and moments are also given for each column of the 
network. 
6.2.3 Free and Fed Sheet Printer Plots (OPTIONAL, IPLOTP= 1) 
When IPLOTP=l (Card 18) printer plots of the updated free and fed sheet 
are produced. These plots have been illustrated in Figure 33 and are 
discussed in section 6.1.1. 
6.2.4 Variables, Residuals, and Corrections (OPTIONAL, ITVRCP=l) 
When ITVRCP=l (Card 18) values of the program variables, the residuals at 
each control point, and corrections for the iteration are listed. These 
data are organized by type and by network. Figure 41 illustrates a 
partial printout of these quantities. The singularity strengths, the 
corrections to these strengths, and the associated residuals are ordered 
by control point order. See section 5.2.4 on network types and uses for 
proper ordering. The orientation angles, corrections and associated 
residuals are ordered one per panel and are given in degrees. Geometry 
parameters lamda and nu, corrections, and residuals are ordered by 
free/fed sheet column. Note that the residuals are identified as to type 
and that the sum of the squares of the residuals is given for each network. 
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-.226OEeOO 
-.~00,E*00 -..OISC.o, 
-.13SOC*O# -.29B2t*BO -.2930E*01 
FIGURE 41 CORRECTIONS, VARIABLES, AND RESIDUALS 
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,NCtYO”I II. 9, 
-*S7oOC*Io 
PAOCL OOlCNtItlON LNCLt 
.L27lcIO2 .0509f*O2 
.9779C*32 .loO6C*oS 
.12OLt*oo .l3~OC*OJ 
.lWOC*OS .l69lL*OO 
JNETYOBN Y. 91 
.977OC+O2 .1009C*OS .1007E*@J .lOO~E*Ol .150‘C~01 .1696L*oa .6o22C*oo .0697L~or 
.1203c*oa .1129c*o2 .15Blf*OS .l69lr*oO .LS7Ot*o2 .1592c*o2 .92OIc~Iz .loooc*~l 
.1501c*DS .lLIlL*B2 .654oL*oz .WBlL*Ol .96ooL*O2 .1#77L*@S .1199L*02 .lOSBL*CO 
.6665C*Ba .BWOL*ll .9WVt*OL .loo2L*o2 .llIIt~oI . lS2BL*I2 . JWN*BS .l‘9lL*oO 
oLONCtnv - L."BD. LID NU lNttYO2K NO. , II0 I) 
.‘~lBc*Bo .9‘9OC*BO .“IIc*oo .9‘7sE*ID .IIlIL*IO .967BC*IO .IIB‘C.O8 .IIISL*BO .72oIC*oo ,I7llC*Io 
,,NfL ONlCItA71~~ IWLC IWCtYYR we ‘B 
.OIB7L*B2 .7I?Oc*o2 .9OlOC*B2 .lwoC*os .lSltE*~1 .l7IOtOoa .IS75LeBO .‘I..C.N. 
IWCOICABLC B.C. LNO UUt76 CO”OItlON FO” NctYO”” NO. 1 ISW . .15O‘C-011 
B. 0. -.2999t.B2 .1565L-01 .020x-01 .0515L-01 
-.SO65f-02 
-. 129Sf.II 
.1,99f-(1 .4247C-61 
-.2002E-@l 
.2620f-01 -.1174E~ol -.?201f-01 .6529C-02 0. 
.~091c-01 .2577C-01 -.lO92E-II -.2109C-01 .659OL-02 @. -.los~L-Oz 
-.1O2~L-Ol -.2007C-02 
.lO92L-Bl 
.6OO~f-02 -.lOIlE-lS -.21ooL-oS 
.4712C-CZ 0. 
l J5zx-ol .301X-Dl .2017E-01 
-.OS5OE-l* 0. . . .SBIsC-l* -.1716c-l0 .25olc-lI 
ZfNO CRCSSURE JUR? B.C. AND NUT16 CONDIllON fO2 NLTYOOK 10. 2 tsw . .loO7C*oOJ 
-.J555c.l* -.7105C-IO .7105C-14 -.5329C-10 -.7217C-00 -.739IC-I2 -.5029c-10 
-.“,‘*C-BI -.9117L-@l ..000?C.10 
-.“DIt-@I 
-.245OC*OO 
.19~3C.D1 0.’ 
-.2o2oC*II 
-~SOa7c-nO .12‘2c.@S 
-.IlIIC-10 -.OSO2c-Bl -.0656t-11 
I~PCRtlfAULC B.C. ANO RUT11 CUNOItIO* FON YCTYO",, "0. , ISBI m .lDIOC.?TI 
-.S551L-l4 -..7553c.l0 -.a55Sc-l0 -.1551c-16 -.7105L.l0 0. .1776r-l0 ..1776C.l0 
ZERO l RCSSUOL JUW 0.C. IWO lUtt4 CO201,lON ,011 Nct”O”,, "0. i (SW . .‘759C-OJJ 
,.5996C.l‘ .J55Jf-19 -.2154c-01 -.5422C-01 -.5000C-@l 
.BBB2C-I@ -.2162C-El ..57IOf-01 
-.4110c-01 ..SS7OC-01 
-.50I9f-@l 
-.0415c-01 
-.*16X-Bl -.3271c-@l 
-.J6‘7C-0, 
-.SS~lC-Ol -.5626L-01 
'.5,96C.O, . ..574C.01 -.17~9c.@l -.J517E-Ol -.2195C-II 
-.4606C-61 ..3004C-01 ..235BE-01 -.176‘C-01 
-.5B5~c.01 
-.171Bc-01 
-.7aB6L.ol 
..159BC-01 
-.lo2IC-ol -.1196E-01 -.6JB6E-02 -.5"57C-02 
-.557LC-61 .5JZ9L-16 
-.lnoTC-01 -.2l*BL-O1 
J,CC""L,BLC B.C. 6"D llUtt6 COMOITJON fON ~CtYOBI NO. 9 tsw * .Ol55c-z9l 
.177‘L-l~ 
IWLNIICIBLC B.C. f0” NLtYOBW MO. 6 ISW = .9500L-OSI 
-.712Of-02 -.*OLIf-02 -.7057E-02 -.75,9f-o* -.402lC-02 .3lCIE-02 .1275L-02 .962IL-02 
-.699‘f-ml -.6979C-02 -.5092E-02 .2~02C.O2 .129lC-B2 .2297c-IL -.5175L-O2 -.@313C-BC 
-.2279C-02 .~020L-02 .2122c-02 .5OBW-02 -.OJLSC-D2 -.5299C-02' -.7192E-B2 -.6726C-02 
.31DSE-02 .2702E-,2 -.‘25OE-02 -.5007C-02 -.‘025L-02. -.LIJOC-12 -.2617C-02 .l915E-02 
IWCRLEAILC B.C. FOR NCtYOIK "0. b tam = .~702L-@~l 
-.lB95f-01 -.PIICL-01 -. 1556E.01 -.1‘*5L-01 -.IS5aE-o2 .0172C-02 .Sl26C-B2 .9967L-02 
.*79bC-BZ -.5S95L-02 -.SOOIC-01 .9,I,f-I2 .11~0c-B1 .7062L-02 
fO"Cf B.C. f0" NLtYO"I( 12. 5 t1sn * .7WSL-B2J 
. 
.1079L-Bl r.WBlL-#Z .1191L.@l -.*~5rr-,O2 ?119IP11 -. 0902c-12 .11@6L-I1 -.%ZlE-B2 
fO"CC B.C. FI" NCtUO2i N2. 7 Isan =. .JIO)E-B2l 
-.12ZJL-82 -.H74C-BZ -.B?IJL~I~ -.IIJIC-I2 
.IBJTL-02 I. 
-.065X-02 .145lE-Bl 
.2709t-01 .2275C-Cl 
-.9‘OBC-II -.1912L-Bl 
0. 
-.BBllt-II -.7105C-J* 
-.¶329t-I6 .2102C-01 
-.5612C-01 -..57,L-01 
-~0200c-11 -,5029t-10 
. l776C.10 -.1017t-01 
-.106X-Bl -.2“2C-01 
..0I21L.02 -.5022L.02 
-.L"IX-,2 -,.OICt-02 
-.26~6E-@L .SSBBt-0) 
.ll69C-BZ -.211X-B.2 
-.11ac-01 -.25BlL-01 
.12‘4L-11 -.5192E-02 
FIGURE 41 CONCLUDED 
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6.3 Diagnostic Printouts 
In this section the various optional diagnostic printouts will be briefly 
described. These printouts were used in the early program development and 
are as such not much use to the typical user. 
6.3.1 Geometry Data (OPTIONAL, IGEOMP=l) 
An alternate form of the geometry data is printed when IGEOMP=l, (Card 
19). An example of this printout is shown in Figure 42. The program 
lists the coordinates of all grid points along with its number, row 
number, column number, and network number. Panel data is also included 
listing panel number. 
y Distribution Defipitions (OPTIONAL, E$if?J) 6.3.2 Singularit 
Panel distribution quantities shown in Figure 43 are printed when ISINGP=l 
(Card 19). This printout lists the singularity parameter numbers and 
coefficients for the nine canonical points on each panel. Refer to 
Appendix B, Volume I - Theory Document, for further discussion of these 
parameters. 
6.3.3 Control Point Data (OPTIONAL, ICONTP=l) 
Control point data, shown in Figure 44, are printed when ICONTP=l (Card 
19). These data list the control point index, network number of control 
point, panel number of control point, side number of edge control point, 
control point index along an edge, edge control point characterization, 
global coordinates of control point, and upper surface normal at control 
point. 
6.3.4 Edge Control Point Data (OPTIONAL, IEDGEP=l) 
Edge control point data, shown in Figure 45, are printed when IEDGEP=l 
(Card 19). These data list the edge control point index, panel number of 
control point, influencing panel number, side of influencing panel, and 
global coordinates of control point. 
6.3.5 Singularity Grid Data (OPTIONAL, ISINGS=l) 
Singularity grid data, shown in Figure 46, is printed when ISINGS (Card 
19). The program prints out the source strength, the doublet strength, 
and the components of the surface vorticity vector along the row and 
column directions and in direction normal thereto as well as along the 
global coordinate axis. This is done for the nine canonical points: the 
four corners, the mid points of each side, and the panel center. These 
data are useful in checking the continuity of the doublet strength from 
one network to another. Data are organized by network. 
6.3.6 Elapsed CPU Time (OPTIONAL, IPTIMEJ) 
When IPTIME=l (Card 18), the program prints the elapsed CPU time from 
various programs and subroutines. 
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GEOHETRI DATA 
NUHEER ROU COLUMN NFT. NO. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
11 
12 
lb 
14 
15 
16 
1 
1 
1 
HCSH POINT DATA 
x 
o.oocoocoooo 
o.ooLnooocoo 
o.cooPPooooo 
0.0000000C00 
0.30C0000000 
n.ouooooocoo 
o.ocFcooocoo 
.zoooPocooo 
.2CC3GJF@OO 
.2FlJc~OPOOOC 
.200G000~00 
.2ooococ6oo 
.2000000000 
.2COo~OcC00 
.4ooPoco@co 
.4c000000c0 
v 
O.OE~OCOOOOO 
o.ncon000000 
O.CcOOOOC000 
O.OiJCOootOOO 
o.ocoooocorJu 
0.00c0000000 
o.oc!@coocooo 
0.080G0000C0 
.0172500050 
.02R7500000 
.0359375000 
.043125l'O@O 
.0503125000 
.o575nooooo 
n.P&r.onooooo 
.0345660000 
2 
0.0000000000 
O.GOGO@ocOOO 
o.cooooococo 
0.0000000000 
0.0000000010 
0.000000G000 
0.00c0000000 
0.00@000@000 
0.0000000000 
0.03000000r0 
0.000000G000 
0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
0.O@CG000000 
0.00cCOOE000 
o.ooooooocoo 
FIGURE 42 MESH POINT DATA 
SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION OEFINlTlON 
PANEL OJSTRIEUTION OUANfItlES 
IS - SINGULtRITY PARAMETER NO. 
Al...A9 - COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 9 CANONICAL PANEL LOCATIONS 
PANCL ho. = 1 MLTUORK NO. + 1 OJSTRJBUTION ORDER = 2 NURSER OF SINGULAQJTY PARAYETERS q 12 
IS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
10 
I1 
12 
13 
1P 
19 
20 
Al 
.lf1000E+Ol 
F. 
0. 
C. 
0. 
0. 
c. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0* 
PANEL NO. = 2 EETUORK h'0. = 1 OlSTRJBUTlON ORDER = 2 NURGER OF SINGULARITY PARAHETERS = 14 
IS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
III 
I1 
:: 
14 
19 
20 
21 
Al 
l 10000f*01 
0. 
a. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
A2 A3 
-.41n9f>c-@l -.F8tb!~T-Ol 
.452PSE+OO -.54;4cr-02 
0. .146cR1+00 
0. ,JSPtlIE+LlC 
0. -.60603F-Ll2 
.698bSC+OO -.4e872E-01 
0. .34b04E*OO 
0. .43275E*OO 
0. -.59543E-01 
-.10959E*OO 0. 
0. -.51613E- .l 
0. -.SlLlJE-01 
A4 
.10OOOE*Ol 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
A5 
0. 
.10DOOE'Ol 
0. 
0. 
C. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
A6 A7 
-.855?1C-01 -.2913nE-16 
.4972AE-C2 -.26909C-02 
.53159E*00 .40235E+(10 
-.11156E-02 .60335C+lJO 
0. -.3006X-C2 
.27273E-01 -.12806E-01 
.59667F+OO .12171E-Cl 
.19097E-01 .13435E-Cl 
OP -.12799E-01 
-.10017E-01 0. 
-.76C63E-01 0. 
-.68302E-02 0. 
10 
.100oOE*o1 
0. 
0. 
0. 
(I. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
A2 A3 
-.5HOh'E-01 
-.54246C?O2 
.146hPE+(IO 
.34HhRE+oo 
-.6OfCJC-02 
0. 
-.468EiE-01 
r34P04C*oo 
.43275C*OO 
-.54543E-01 
0. 
-.51613E-01 
-.51613E-01 
0. 
-,'BOtSE-01 
0. 
-.i6362C-02 
.13254E+OO 
.354c!9r+oo 
-.91Rt9C-03 
0. 
-.23726rrOl 
.35412r*oo 
.35530t*oo 
-.P2682E-02 
0. 
-.51613E-01 
-.51613E-01 
A4 
.10000E*01 
0. 
C. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
b5 A6 A7 A0 A9 
-.291:6E-16 
-.26909E-02 
.40235E*JO 
.60335E*OO 
-.30063E-02 
-.85425E-01 
0. 
-.49277E-03 
.53091E*to 
.47507E-02 
0. 
-.308‘10E-14 .10000E*Ol 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
-.19255E-02 0. 1. 
.3Aa99E*oo 0. .100DOL~01 
.61361E+OO 0. c. 
-.67100E-03 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
-.4497dE-t2 0. C. 
.70071E-02 0. c. 
.32207E-02 0. a* 
-.57308E-02 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
0. 
-.lZSObE-01 0. 
.12171E-01 .19H9RE-01 
.13435E-01 .5963f!E+OO 
l .12799E-01 rPt'l*GE-01 
0. 0. 
0. -.71435E-02 
0. -.75954E-01 
0. -.98AA3E-02 
A9 
0. 
0. 
.1ooooc*o1 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
C. 
0. 
FIGURE 43 SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION DEFI.NITION DATA 
- 
CONTROL POINT DATA 
JCN - 
r;“c - 
ISC - 
JZC - 
ICH - 
X*YrZ - 
NXvNY*hZ - 
JCN KC IPC ISC 12c ICH x Y 2 R x NY NZ 
1 1 6 3 7 1 -.oooooo O.CCPOcG o.ocooco 0.000000 
2 1 1 1 1 2 .1oco@o 0.080G00 0.000000 0.000000 
3 I 1 0 0 0 .100000 .004313 0.000c00 0.000000 
4 1 2 0 0 0 .100000 . OllEOO 0.000000 0.000000 
5 1 3 0 0 0 .1oiJoot? .016172 0.000000 0.000000 
6 1 4 0 0 0 .100000 .019766 0.000000 o.3o’)oco 
7 1 5 0 0 0 .100000 .023355 0.0000t0 0.000000 
R 1 6 @ 0 0 .1c0000 .@26953 0.0000t0 0.000000 
9 1 6 3 6 2 .100000 .02F750 o.ooccoo 0.000000 
l? 1 7 1 3 2 .3OLOGO o.ot(lc00 o.ooorJco 0.9Ob’JOO 
11 1 7 0 0 C .3CCLOO .r)1253G o.oocroo 0.cr.0000 
12 1 n 0 0 0 .3ncnoo .034500 O.OOGOUO o;oooooo 
13 1 9 0 0 0 .300000 .@48516 0.000000 0.000000 
J4 1 1C 0 0 0 .300000 .059297 0.000000 0.000000 
15 1 11 0 0 0 .300000 .07ro7l3 o.ocoooo 0.000000 
16 1 12, 0 0 0 .300000 .oeoti59 O.OGOLao t.iJ00000 
17 1 12 3 5 2 .JOGCOO .OF6250 0.000000 0.00000G 
192 7 117 0 0 0 
193 7 11n 0 0 0 
194 7 llfl 3 2 0 
COhTROL FOJKT INDEX (INCLUDING 
NCTUORW NO. OF CONTROL POINT 
FANEL NO. GF CCNTROL PCIHT 
SIDE NO. OF LOGE COETROL FOINT 
CONTROL POINT LOCATIONS AND YORRALS 
THOSE USED FOR FORCE CALCULATION 
COYTRCL F(1JNl JNDtY ALONG AN EOGE 
LDGE CONTROL JOJNT CHARACTERIZATION 
=0 REAL 
=l OOURLET VALUE MATCHING 
-2 DOUBLET NORHAL DCRIVATIVF JIATCHING 
-3 DOURLCT TANGENTIAL DERIVATIVE MATCHING 
GLOBAL COORDJh'ATES OF CONTROL POINT 
UPPER SURFACE NORMAL AT CONTROL POJNT (IN GLOBAL COORDINATESJ 
1.075000 
1.075000 
1.075000 
NF 6NURbER OF SINGULARITY STRENGTH PARANCTERSJ = 173 
NG INUMSEP OF PANEL ORIENTATION ANGLES) = 56 
E 
NH tNUMSER OF GEOPETRY PARAMETERS - LAMBDA AND NUJ = 14 
.212122 
.19SL91 
.191C75 
.232052 .000400 .970537 
.115755 -.010926 .9-/0260 
.147607 -.0165SFJ .9701114 
0.000000 
0.000000 
o.cooooo 
o.cooooo 
o.ooooco 
o.cooooo 
0.000000 
o.nooooo 
0.000000 
C.000oc0 
0.300000 
O.OOOOUO 
0.0000G0 
o.cooooo 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0*?0GG00 
1.~00000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000c00 
1.cooooo 
1.CG0000 
1.000000 
1.c00000 
1.Pccooo 
1.000000 
1.EOlJ000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.coLOoo 
1.100000 
1.000d00 
1.L00000 
- 
-.?4lR35 
-.241820 
-e241802 
FIGURE 44 CONTROL POINT DATA 
EDGE CONTROL POINT DATA 
JC - EDGE CONTRCL POlhT IWPFX 
IPC - PIXEL NO. OF CGKTROL POINT 
IP - INFLUENCING PANEL NO. 
IS - SIDE NO. DF INFLUENCING PANEL 
2x*21*22 - GLOBAL COOR01HbTCS OF CONTROL POINT 
JC IPC IF IS 2x 2Y 22 
2 1 1 1 .100t0000E+00 0. 0. 
JC IPC 1P IS 2x 2Y 22 
16 6 3 -.44408921E-15 0. 0. 
JC IPC IP IS 2x 2Y 22 
9 6 6 3 .10000000E+00 .28750000E-01 0. 
JC IPC IF IS 2Y 2Y 22 
10 7 7 1 .30000000E+00 0. 0. 
JC IPC :; IS 2Y 2Y 22 
1 6 1 -.444CR921E-15 0. 0. 
JC IPC IP 1s 2x 2Y 22 
9 6 49 1 .lflOOCOCOE+OO .28750000E-01 0. 
JC IPC IP IS 2X 2Y 22 
17 12 12 3 .300000f!0E+03 .86250000C-01 0. 
JC IPC IF IS IX 2Y 22 
18 15 13 1 .50000000E*Oo 0. 0. 
JC IFC IP IS 2% 2Y 22 
25 18 If! 3 .50000OOOE+OO .14375OCOE+OO 0. 
JC IFC IF IS 2x 2Y 22 
26 19 19 1 .70000000F*00 0. 0. 
JC IPC IP IS 2x 2Y 22 
17 12 57 1 .3000OOPCE+OO .R6250000E-Cl 0. 
FIGURE 45 EDGE CONTROL POINT DATA 
IF - PbCLL NO. 
ItJ - ROY ANII COLUMN INOICFS OF THr: 9 CANONICAL POINTS 
X,Y*Z - GLCBLL co0poIhbTFs OF THE RIVEN POINT 
so - SOURCE SINGULARITY STRENGTH 
no - OGUBLET SINGULbRlTY STRENGTH 
oa*oY,oZ - VOqTICITY CDf’PONENlS IN K.Y.2 DIRECTIONS 
OnrON - VORTICITY COMPONENTS IN KrN DIRECTIONS 
DKPIONP - VOPTICITY CORPOEENTS IN DIRECTIONS PERPENDICULAR TO MrN 
NETYORK NO. = 1 NETUORK TYPE = 2 
SINGULARITY GRID 
so DO DX 01 I? I J x Y 2 02 OR ON DMP DNP 
1 I 1 
1 2 I 
1 3 1 
1 1 2 
1 2 2 
1 3 2 
I 1 3 
1 2 3 
1 3 3 
0.L0000 
0.00000 
o.o@oco 
.lPO~O 
.10000 
.lGOflO 
.?OOOO 
.2”000 
.2GOOO 
0.00000 o.L?cooc 
0.00000 O.CfJOO@ 
o.coooo @. not00 
0.P0000 0.C00"0 
.00431 0.00000 
.GOPb3 L.1COUO 
0.00000 b.OOt'OG 
.00863 0.00000 
.01725 O.ntuoG 
c.00000 
c.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
o.ouooo 
0.011000 
O.OCCGG 
l 00000 -.cn000 
.ootoo -.cocuo 
.ocooo -.OOPCO 
.03@04 0.00000 
.0291lr! .07358 
.02q41 .14715 
.05916 .GO507 
.05Hh5 .06574 
.05bC2 .12642 
.30504 G.OOOOP 0.00000 -.00000 0.00000 .305@4 
.30340 O.GCOOO o.ooono .01307 o.ocooo .30312 
.29802 o.oooco 0.00000 .02561 0.00000 .29692 
.29519 U.OOOOG .29579 r.(10000 -.00000 .25579 
.29744 0.00000 .29744 .08632 -.07358 .29399 
.3J281 0.00000 .30281 .17263 -. 14715 .29905 
.28653 o.iJoooo .2i?653 .00507 -.00507 .2A653 
.?879h 0.00000 .20796 .07609 -.ot574 .?P.kP6 
.29312 O.tOOCG .29312 .lEll4 -. 12642 ..28117 
O.OGOGO 
o.cPoco 
0. OGOOC 
.ldbOG 
.I?GlO 
.inoon 
.20000 
.20000 
.20000 
-.ono@o 
U.@OPOO 
-.COOOG 
.COF.b2 
.0115n 
.01438 
.G1725 
.023[10 
.02875 
0.00000 
0. OCOOG 
0.00000 
o.nocoo 
G.GCC?O 
0. OPPOO 
c.cnouo 
o.coooo 
o.nocon 
0.00000 
0.P0000 
-O.OOOGO 
0.00000 
o.oonco 
o.noooo 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
.ooooo .oocoo 
.oouoo .oocoo 
.onooo .CO@GO 
.02941 .ORA04 
.02904 .16Y96 
.02043 .25189 
.05bO2 .10867 
.057:3 .lbb66 
.n56io .22505 
.29002 o.cnooo 0.00000 .02561 0.00000 
.29457 0.00000 0.00000 .03365 o.ocooo 
.7nbo7 0.00000 0.00800 .04099 0.00000 
.29771 0.00@00 .29771 .11330 -. Of!804 
.3057G 0.00000 .30570 .20378 -.16996 
.31673 0.00000 .31673 .?9439 -.25189 
.29159 0.00000 .29159 .13332 -.10867 
.29694 o.ooooc .29694 .I9965 -. 16696 
.30533 0.00000 .30553 .26620 -.22505 
.29652 
.2?264 
bZR514 
.2P?O5 
.iR420 
.27767 
.26117 
.27593 
-27020 
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FIGURE 46 SINGULARITY GRID DATA 
6.3.7 Near Field/Far Field Information (OPTIONAL, IPNPIC=l) 
When IPNPIC=l (Card 18) program VINFCC prints a table of panel influence 
coefficients count for source and doublet. The counts are listed 
separately for no influence, monopole far field, dipole far field, 
quadrupole far field, one subpanel intermediate field, two subpanel 
intermediate field, and eight subpanel near field. 
6.3.8 Out-of-Core Solver Information (OPTIONAL, IPSOLV=l) 
When IPSOLV=l (Card 18), the PTSOLV solution package prints a description 
of the problem being solved and an error analysis report. 
6.4 TAPE14 Save File 
A data file is set up on TAPE14 which can be used for post processing or 
for a solution restart. Network mesh point data is generated during a 
data check which can be used for post processing graphics. The user must 
provide his own interface and graphics software. During the iterative 
solution network and singularity data necessary for a solution restart are 
saved. Section 7.3 describes the file usage. The TAPE14 format is given 
in Table 5. 
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TABLE 4 DEFINITION OF OUTPUT QUANTITIES 
QUANTITY DEFINITION 
JC 
IP 
p,a 
(DX,DY,DZ) 
so 
(FSVX,FSVY, 
FSVZ) 
PHIU 
(WXU,WYU, 
WZU) 
PHEU 
(PWXU,PWYU, 
PWZU) 
CPLINU 
CPSLNU 
CPSLNDU 
CPIENU 
PHIL 
(WXL,WYL, 
WZL) 
PHEL 
(PWXL,PWYL, 
PWZL) 
CPLI NL 
CPSLNL 
CPZNDL 
CPISNL 
WNU 
WNL 
WTU 
WTL 
PHIUI 
PHIL1 
PWNU 
PWNL 
WHEN 
PRINTED 
Physical Quantities 
Cumulative control poinf index 
Every ITPRINT 
iteration, 
Index of panel containing control point 
Global coordinates of control point 
Doublet strength 
Global Coordinates of surface vorticity 
vector 
Source strength 
Freestream velocity vector in global 
coordinates 
initial 
solution, 
final iteration 
Upper surface total potential 
Upper surface total mass flux vector in 
global coordinates 
Upper surface perturbation potential 
Upper surface perturbation mass flux vector 
in global coordinates 
Upper surface linearized pressure coefficient 
Upper surface slender body pressure coefficient 
Upper surface second order pressure coefficient 
Upper surface isentropic pressure coefficient 
Lower surface total potential 
Lower surface totol mass flux vector in global 
coordinates 
Lower surface perturbation potential 
Lower surface perturbation mass flux vector 
in global coordinates 
Lower surface linearized pressure coefficient 
Lower surface slender body pressure coefficient 
Lower surface second order pressure coefficient 
Lower surface isentropic pressure coefficient 
Normal component of upper surface total mass 
lower surface total mass 
flux vector 
Normal component of 
flux vector 
Magnitude of tangent 
face total mass flux 
Magnitude of tangent 
face total mass flux 
ial component of upper sur- 
vector 
ial component of lower sur- 
vector 
Upper surface total mass flux potential 
Lower surface total mass flux potential 
Normal component of upper surface perturbation 
mass flux vector 
Normal component of lower surface perturbation 
mass flux vector 
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QUANTITY 
CPLIND 
CPSLND 
CPZNDD 
CPISND 
AREA 
(FX,FY,FZ) 
(MX,MU,MZ) 
NET 
NUP 
NAT1 
NAT2 
NSDl 
NSD2 
NCR1 
IEDGAl 
IEDGAZ 
KEDGl 
KEDGZ 
MEDGlT 
MEDGlF 
MEDGZI 
TABLE 4 (CONTINUED) 
WHEN 
DEFINITION PRINTED 
Difference between upper and lower surface 
linearized pressure coefficient 
Difference between upper and lower surface 
slender body pressure coefficient 
Difference between upper and lower surface 
second order pressure coefficient 
Difference between upper and lower surface 
isentropic pressure coefficient 
Forces and Moments Data Always 
Total area of panels 
Global coordinates of force coefficient 
(Upper surface, lower surface, difference) 
Moment coefficients about global principal 
axes (Upper surface, lower surface, differ- 
ence) 
Update Index Arrays Always 
Network sequence number 
Network update index 
Square number of network to which side 1 
of NET is attached 
Sequence number of network to which side 4 
of NET is attached 
Side of NAT1 to which side 1 of NET is 
attached 
Side of NAT2 to which side 4 of NET is 
attached 
Leading corner of NSDl to which side 1 of NET 
is attached 
Cumulative index of points on side 1 which 
have been assigned matching points 
Cumulative index of points on side 4 which 
have been assigned matching points 
Same definition as NAT1 when NAT1 = 0 
Same definition as NAT2 when NAT2 = 0 
Row index of po nt on NAT1 to which initial 
point on side 1 of NET is attached 
Row index of poi nt on NAT1 to which final 
point on side 1 of NET is attached 
Row index of poi nt on NAT2 to which initial 
point on side 4 of NET is attached 
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TABLE 4 (CONCLUDED) 
OUANTITY 
MEDGZF 
MEDGl I 
NEDGI F 
NEDGZ I 
NEDGZF 
S 
IP 
: 
(X,Y,Z) 
so 
DO 
(DX,DY,DZ) 
(SM,SN) 
(SMP,SNP) 
DEFINITION 
Row index of point on NATE to which final 
point on side 4 of NET is attached 
Column index of point on NAT1 to which 
initial point on side 1 of NET is attached 
Column index of point on NAT1 to which final 
point and side 1 of NET is attached 
Column index of point on NAT2 to which initial 
point and side 4 of NET is attached 
Column index of point on NAT2 to which final 
point and side 4 of NET is attached 
WHEN 
PRINTED 
Singularity Grid Data (ISINGS = 1) 
Solution singularity parameters 
Cumulative index of panel on which 
singularity distribution is evaluated 
Local row index of evaluation point 
Local column index of evaluation point 
Global coordinates of evaluation point 
Source strength value at evaluation point 
Doublet strength value at evaluation point 
Global coordinates of surface vorticity 
vector at evaluation point 
Derivative of doublet strength in (row, 
column) directions respectively 
Derivative of doublet strength in directions 
normal to (row, column) directions respect- 
ively 
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TABLE 5 TAPE14 FORMAT 
(1) When $DATA CHECK is specified, the following FORTRAN statements in program 
INPUT are used to save network mesh points on NSAV=TAPE14 (format 6F10.5): 
FNT = NNETT 
WRITE (NSAV, 1030) FNT 
1030 FORMAT (6F10.5) 
DO 1070 K = 1, NNETT 
NMK = NM(K) 
NNK = NN(K) 
FM = NMK 
FN = NNK 
WRITE (NSAV, 1030) FM,FN 
DO 1060 J = 1, NNK 
JM = (J-l) * NMK + NZA(K) 
WRITE (NSAV, 1030) (ZM(l,I+JM), ZM(Z,I+JM), ZM(3,I+JM), I = 1, NMK) 
1060 CONTINUE 
1070 CONTINUE 
(2) When SITERATION or 8LEAST SQUARES ITERATION is specified, the network mesh 
points and values of singularity parameters for the current iteration (no. 
JT) are saved on NSAV=TAPE14 (unformatted) using the following FORTRAN 
statements: 
NNETPl = NNETT + 1 
REWIND NSAV 
WRITE (NSAV) JT 
WRITE (NSAV) NNETT, NSNGT 
WRITE (NSAV) (NzA(I), I = 
WRITE (NSAV) (z~(l,J), ZM 
WRITE (NSAV) (S(I), I = 1 
, NZMPT, NNEiPl 
1, NNETPl) 
(2i;~iT~(3,J), J = 1, NZMPT) 
, 
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7.0 COMPUTER PROGRAM OESCR IPTION 
This computer program is written in the CDC FORTRAN Extended (FTN4) language 
for the CDC Network Operating System (NOS). It uses overlay structures and 
fourteen disk files which include the standard system files INPUT (TAPE5) for 
card reading and OUTPUT (TAPE6) for printing. The program has been checked 
out and run on the Langley Research Center's CDC CYBER series computers. 
The computer code implements recent advances in the solution of 
three-dimensional flow over wings with leading edge vortex separation. It has 
been designed and developed for the purpose of performing numerical experiment 
studies with the flow model. 
The code includes two iterative solution procedures: (i) Quasi-Newton scheme 
and (ii) Least Squares Method. The least squares procedure for damping vortex 
sheet geometry update instabilities was developed to alleviate the convergence 
problem for certain cases using the Quasi-Newton'iterative scheme. It is 
restricted to run smaller problems (see discussion in User's Input Guide) in 
the present set up and takes more computational time to execute. In the 
future, we hope to further develop the least squares procedure so that it can 
be used to execute larger problems as well as taking less computational time. 
7.1 Basic Program Structure 
The computer program consists of one main overlay, six primary overlays, 
three secondary overlays and one user library. A schematic diagram of 
basic program structure is illustrated in Figure 47. 
7.2 Description of Overlay Programs 
The following is a discussion of the overlay programs. A detailed flow 
chart of the main overlay program A378 is shown in Figure 48. 
7.2.1 OVERLAY (MAIN, 0,o) 
Main OVERLAY (MAIN, 0,O) 
Program A378 
Purpose To perform various tasks by calling the following overlay 
programs and subroutines: 
0 Program INPUT to process the input data and set up network 
mesh points 
0 Program CONFIG to compute panel geometry, panel singularity 
distribution and panel control points defining quantities 
0 Program VINFCC to calculate and store induced potential and 
velocity coefficients 
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Hain 
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Program A378 
Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary Primary 
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I 
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I 
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FIGURE 48 FLOW CHART OF MAIN OVERLAY PROGRAM A378 
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B, 
P 
CALL INIW 
(to calculate Inltlal 
vrlues tor slngularfty 
ITMX l -1TMX 
I 
Read In singularity 
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values from prrvlous 
ALL OVERLAY(6HRESULT,6,0 Iteration results and 
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t No 
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6 Q 
/CALL OVERLAY(6HRESULT,6,0) 
(use program OUTPUT to cal- 
culrtr 8nd print the singulm 
arlty grld 8nd physlcal flow 
quantities for each net*r 
t 
CALL JTFLOW(X.N.RX.DX.Y,RY) 
(to perform sublterrtlon for 
a solution of singulrrity 
strength parameters) 
I 
Store values of panel 
orlentation rngles and 
geomtry parameters - A &V 
I 
CALL ITFLOU(X.N.RX,DX,Y.RY) 
(using quasi-Newton Scheme to 
find an iterative solution 
of the flow problem) 
I 
CALL LSFLOH(X,H,N,RX,DX.Y,RY) 
(using Least Square Method to 
tlnd an Iterative solution 
of the flow problem) I 
FIGURE 48 CONCLUDED 
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0 Subroutine INIMU to compute initial values for singularity 
strength parameters 
0 Program OUTPUT to calculate and print the singularity grid 
and the physical flow quantities for each network 
0 Subroutine JTFLOW to perform subiteration for a solution of 
singularity strength parameters 
0 Subroutine ITFLOW using Quasi-Newton scheme to find an 
iterative solution to the flow problem 
0 Subroutine LSFLOW using Least Squares Method to find an 
iterative solution to the flow problem 
Discussion The main overlay program A378 first sets up data blocks for 
transferring among the overlay programs and also 
initializes the data. At the beginning of the execution of 
the code, disk files except system files INPUT (TAPES), 
OUTPUT (TAPEG), and random access file (TAPE4) are 
rewound. The code then reads and prints a list of the 
input data cards. Program INPUT is first called to process 
the input data and set up network mesh points. Next 
program CONFIG is called to compute panel geometry, panel 
singularity distribution and panel control points defining 
quantities by,using the secondary overlay programs TGEOMC, 
TSING and TCNTRL. Induced potential and velocity influence 
coefficients, are then calculated via program VINFCC. 
If the input data indicates no previous iteration results 
are to be used, then the code calls subroutine INIMU to 
calculate the initial singularity strength parameters 
values. Otherwise, the code reads in the values provided 
by the user on disk file TAPE14. If no iteration is 
requested, then program OUTPUT is called to calculate and 
print the singularity grid, physical flow quantities, and 
mesh points for each network. 
If the user requests only the subiteration then the code 
calls subroutine JTFLOW for an iterative solution of the 
singularity strength parameters values, and program OUTPUT 
for printing the results of physical flow quantities and 
network mesh points. 
When full iteration using Quasi-Newton scheme or least 
squares method is requested, then the code will proceed 
after the subiteration being exercised to find an iterative 
solution to the flow problem by using either subroutine 
ITFLOW or subroutine LSFLOW. 
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7.2.2 OVERLAY (DATA, 1,0) 
Primary 
Program 
Purpose 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Discussion 
OVERLAY (DATA, 1,0) 
INPUT 
To read and process the input data as follows: 
Set up network mesh points by using various preprocessors 
Calculate free stream velocity and compressibility 
direction and metric A and B 
Determine all network edge abutments and abutment 
intersections 
Obtain initial panel orientation angles and geometry 
parameters x and V 
The input data cards are processed as indicated in the 
discussion of the User's Input Guide. After reading in the 
physical quantities such as angle of attack, yaw angle, 
symmetry or asymmetry, Mach number, and reference values, 
the code checks which of the following option is 
requested: (1) data check, (2) subiteration, (3) full 
iteration using Quasi-Newton scheme, or (4) full iteration 
using Least Squares Method. The printing options are read 
in next. Finally, the code reads the number of networks 
and the specified preprocessor. The preprocessors such as 
SQUADRILATERAL, SGOTHIC, SVORTEX, and STRAILING WAKE are 
then called to set up the network mesh points. The code 
proceeds to calculate free stream velocity, compressibility 
direction matrices A and B, and orthogonal transformation 
matrix from reference coordinates into wing axis 
coordinates. If previous iteration results are to be used, 
network mesh points data will be read in from disk file 
TAPE14. On the other hand, if $DATA CHECK is specified, 
network mesh points data will be saved on disk file NSAV 
for external graphic processing. A printer plot of cross 
sections of the initial vortex system will be produced when 
this option is chosen. A printout of input network mesh 
points data is always provided by the program. Before 
returning the control to the main overlay, the code calls 
subroutine ABTCAL to determine all network edge abutments, 
and abutment intersections, and also obtains initial panel 
orientation angles and geometry parameters and 
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7.2.3 OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,0) 
Primary OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,0) 
Program 
Purpose 
CONFIG 
To compute panel geometry, panel singularity distribution, 
and panel control points defining quantities for all 
networks. 
Discussion This overlay program serves as a driver for calling the 
following three secondary overlay programs: 
0 Program TGEOMC to compute panel geometry defining 
quantities 
0 Program TSING to compute panel singularity 
distribution defining quantities 
0 Program TCNTRL to compute panel control points 
defining quantities 
7.2.4 OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,l) 
Secondary OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,l) 
Program TGEOMC 
Purpose To compute panel geometry defining quantities for all 
networks 
Discussion If diagnostic geometry information is desired (IGEOMP = l), 
the code prints mesh points data along with their row and 
column indices of the network. The main function of the 
code is to call subroutine GEOMC for each network to 
compute panel geometry defining quantities. It also sets 
up arrays containing number of panels in each network 
(NP(K)), number of mesh points in each network (NZ(K)) and 
accumulated sum of NP (NPA(K)), and accumulated sum of NZ 
(NZA(K)); and obtains the total number of panels (NPANT) 
and the total number of mesh points (NZMPT) for all 
networks. 
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7.2.5 OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,2) 
Secondary OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,2) 
Program TSING 
Purpose To compute panel singularity distribution defining 
quantities for all networks 
Discussion The code calls various routines depending on the type of 
each network to compute panel singularity distribution 
defining quantities: 
0 Routine SING for type 1 network 
0 Routine DASPL for type 2 network 
0 Routine DDSPL for type 4 network 
0 Routine DSDSPL for type 6 network 
0 Routine DWSPL for type 8, 10, 14, 16 network 
It also sets up arrays containing number of singularity 
parameters in each network (NS(K)), and accumulated sum of 
NS(NSA(K)), and obtains the total number of singularity 
parameters (NSNGT) for all networks. 
7.2.6 OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,3) 
Secondary OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2,3) 
Program TCNTRL 
Purpose To compute panel control points defining quantities for all 
networks 
Discussion The code calls subroutine CONTRL for each network to 
compute panel control points defining quantities. It also 
sets up arrays containing number of control points in each 
network (NC(K)) and accumulated sum of NC (NCS(K)), and 
obtains the total number of control points (NCTRT) for all 
networks. Next, defining quantities of some special 
control points used for calculating fed sheet force are 
computed by calling subroutine CONFRC. The sum of the 
total number of these special control points and that of 
the original control points is given as a parameter NCTRTE. 
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7.2.7 OVERLAY (AICGEN, 3,0) 
Primary OVERLAY (AICGEN, 3,O) 
Program 
Purpose 
VINFCC 
To calculate and store induced potential and velocity 
coefficients 
Discussion The code first obtains far field moments for hyperboloidal 
panels by calling subroutine FFHPMG. It starts to compute 
the potential/velocity influence coefficients by storing 
defining quantities for a group of control points in the 
available core of a scratch array. Then it proceeds to 
calculate panel influence coefficients by looping through 
all panels for that group of control points. After these 
calculated influence coefficients are being stored in a 
random access disk file, the code goes back to store 
defining quantities for another group of control points and 
perform the same calculation as described before. This 
process terminates when it is done with all control 
points. At the very first call of this overlay, all of the 
influence coefficients wil be computed and stored in a 
random access disk file. After that, only the part of the 
influence coefficients affected by the perturbation of 
geometry will be calculated and replaced on the random 
access disk ,file. This cost saving scheme is controlled by 
a parameter NRAIC passing through the common block REAIC. 
The potential/velocity influence coefficients of those 
special control points used for fed sheet force calculation 
are also obtained in this overlay program via subroutine 
AICFOR. Finally, information for far field, intermediate 
field, and near field are provided when requested by the 
user (IPNPIM). 
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7.2.8 OVERLAY (JACGEN, 4,0) 
Primary OVERLAY (JACGEN, 4,0) 
Program AJGEN 
Purpose To calculate and store the analytic Jacobian matrix. 
Discussion The code first sets the row and column dimensions of the 
Jacobian matrix according to the type of iteration 
requested: 
(i) Subiteration (NDZA=O) - iteration performed only on 
the singularity strength parameters 
(ii) Iteration without force boundary condition (NDZA=l) - 
iteration performed on the singularity strength 
parameters and panel orientation angles 
(iii) Full iteration (NDZA=2) - iteration performed on the 
singularity strength parameters, panel orientation 
angles, and geometry parameters X and v. 
(iv) Least Squares iteration (NDZA=3) - iteration performed 
on all the parameters with additional equations 
consisting of twist function 
If it is not subiteration (NDZA=O), a subroutine ZTHET is 
called to calculate and store perturbation of network mesh 
points with respect to panel orientation angle and geometry 
parameters x and v . The major part of the code is the 
loop that ranges over all regular control points to compute 
the Jacobian corresponding to the equations of the function 
F (see section 4.3) and store it by row on the disk file 
NSC3. For those interior control points at the network 
with update index greater than 3, it also calculates rows 
of Jacobian corresponding to the function G and saves on a 
scratch disk file if NDZA is not zero. Later, these rows 
of Jacobian are transferred and stored behind the Jacobian 
matrix corresponding to the function F. If full iteration 
is requested, the code computes rows of Jacobian 
corresponding to the function H (force boundary condition) 
via subroutine DFRC and stores also on the disk file NSC3. 
The code will compute and store rows of Jacobian 
corresponding to the function K (twist function) via 
subroutine DKCAL when it is desired to have least squares 
iteration. 
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7.2.9 0vmLAY (SOLVER, 5,o) 
Primary ovmw (SOLVER, 5,o) 
Program TINVER 
Purpose To provide an interface for using a large out-of-core 
equations solver 
Discussion The input coefficient and right-hand side matrices are 
read in by row, and written into square blocks on a 
random access disk file via subroutine BLOCKR. The 
code sets up the argument list and calls the 
out-of-core equations solver PTSOLV. The solution 
matrix obtained from the solver is then unblocked and 
written by row on the disk file NANS via subroutine 
RBLOCK. 
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7.2.10 OVERLAY (RESULT, 6,0) 
Primary OVERLAY (RESULT, 6,0) 
Program OUTPUT 
Purpose To compute and print or save on a disk file the following 
quantities: 
0 Network mesh points and values of singularity strength 
parameters for each iteration 
0 Singularity grid (singularity strength and'derivatives 
at 9 canonical points on each panel) on each network 
for diagnostic purpose 
0 Physical flow quantities ,of interest such as average, 
upper and lower surface potentials and velocities, 
singularity strength and gradient, and upper, lower 
and difference pressure coefficients, force and moment 
coefficients for each network 
0 Printer plot for cross sections of vortex systems 
Discussion At the beginning of the code, current iteration number, 
network mesh points and values of singularity strength 
parameters are saved on a disk file NSAV. These results 
could be used to restart another run later for more 
iterations. If diagnostic option (ISINGSA) is chosen, 
singularity strength and derivatives at 9 canonical points 
on each panel are computed and printed along with the 
global coordinates of the representative points for each 
network. 
The next major portion of the code is to compute and print 
various physical flow quantities for all panel center 
control points on each network. Physical flow quantites of 
interest include average, upper and lower surface 
potentials and velocities, singularity strength and 
gradient, and upper, lower and difference pressure 
coefficients. The pressure coefficients are also stored 
for use in computing network force and moment coefficients 
by calling the subroutine FMCAL. 
Finally, a printer plot for cross sections of vortex system 
(when IPLOTP=l) and a list of network mesh points are given 
as part of the output for each iteration. 
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7.3 File Usage 
There are fourteen disk files used in the computer program. They all have 
sflbolic names except TAPE4 which is used as a random access file. The 
following table shows the common block through which the disk file is 
passed, program or subroutine that uses it, and how it is being used. 
Disk Symbolic Common 
No. Name Block 
1 NTD DRWI 
NTP PRWI 
2 NTS SRWI 
3 NTC CRW I
4 
5 NTSIN CM03 
6 NTSOUT CM03 
7 NAIC SOLNT 
Program Usage 
Subroutine 
IDTRNS 
DTRNS 
IPTRNS 
PTRNS 
ISTRNS 
STRNS 
ICTRNS 
CTRNS 
VINFCC, 
AICFOR 
FGCAL, 
HCAL, 
INIMU, 
AJGEN, 
etc. 
A378, 
INPUT, 
A378, 
INPUT, 
OUTPUT, 
etc. 
LSFLOW 
Store singularity spline derivatives 
Retrieve singularity spline 
Store panel geometry defining quantities 
Retrieve panel geometry defining quantities 
Store singularity spline defining 
quantities 
Retrieve singularity spline defining 
quantities 
Store control points defining quantities 
Retrieve control points defining quantities 
Random access file declared in A378 
Store/retrieve potential and velocity 
influence coefficients 
Retrieve potential and velocity 
influence coefficients 
Standard system file INPUT for card 
reading 
Standard system file OUTPUT for printing 
Store/retrieve information of 
decomposition for least squares' Jacobian 
matrix 
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Disk Symbolic Common Program Usage 
No. Name Block Subroutine 
8 NRHS SOLNT INIMU, 
ITFLOW, 
JTFLOW 
LSFLOW 
BLOCKR 
9 NANS 
10 NSCl 
11 NSC2 
12 NSC3 
SOLNT RBLOCK 
A378, 
ITFLOW, 
JTFLOW 
CTRS 
LSFLOW 
SOLNT 
BLOCKR 
PTDCOM, 
PTFSUB, 
etc. 
RBLOCK 
CTRS 
SOLNT 
BLOCKR 
SOLNT INIMU 
AJGEN 
ITFLOW 
BLOCKR 
Store the right-hand side matrix by row; 
also serve as a scratch file in LSFLOW 
for temporary storage 
Retrieve the right-hand side matrix stored 
by rows for setting up square blocks to be 
used by the out-of-core equations solver 
Store the solution matrix by row 
Retrieve the solution matrix stored by 
row 
Retrieve the solution matrix stored by 
row, and store it by column 
Retrieve the solution matrix stored by 
columns 
Random access file declared in TINVER 
Store square blocks of the coefficient and 
the right-hand side matrices for the 
out-of-core equations solver 
Retrieve square blocks of the coeff- 
cient and the right-hand side matrices, 
and store square blocks of the solution 
matrix 
Retrieve square blocks of the solution 
matrix from the out-of-core equations 
solver 
Serve as a scratch file for storing matrix 
by blocks 
Random access file declared in BLOCKR 
Serve as a scratch file for setting up 
square blocks of input matrixes which are 
originally stored by row 
Store the coefficient matrix by row 
Store the Jacobian matrix by row 
Retrieve the Jacobian matrix stored by 
row; also store the updated Jacobian 
matrix by row 
Retrieve the coefficient or Jacobian 
matrix stored by row for setting up square 
blocks to be used by the out-of-core 
equations solver 
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Disk Symbolic Common Program Usage 
No. Name Block Subroutine 
13 NSCR, SOLNT ITFLOW Serve as a scratch file for storing the 
Jacob ian matrix 
LSFLOW Store the part of the Jacobian matrix 
corresponding to the function F 
AJGEN Serve as a scratch file for storing rows 
of Jacobian corresponding to the function 
G. 
14 NSAV CM03 INPUT Save network mesh points when SDATA CHECK 
is specified 
OUTPUT Save iteration no., part of network 
indices, network mesh points, values of 
singularity parameters 
INPUT Retrieve iteration no., part of network 
indices, network mesh points from previous 
iteration results 
A378 Retrieve values of singularity parameters 
from previous iteration results 
The computer program uses the following CDC system utilities for random access 
files: 
OPENMS - declare a disk file to be random 
CLOSMS - close a random access file 
READMS - read a random access record 
WRITMS - write a random access record 
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I 
7.4 Common Block Definition 
Variables of the more essential cornnon blocks shared by overlay programs 
and subroutines are defined below. 
Common 
Block 
ACASE 
Variables 
ALPHA 
BETA 
FSVM 
FSV 
OMEG 
RC 
Description 
Angle of attack in degrees 
Yaw angle in degrees 
Magnitude of free stream velocity 
Free stream velocity vector 
Roll rate vector 
Center of rotation 
ADR RTD - 
DTR 
AICQ Q 
Degrees in unit radian 
Radians in unit degree 
B 
AR 
AR1 
ARP 
X 
DU 
DV 
DVP 
PC 
EN 
P 
Q(I,K) = dependence of Ith Taylor's series 
coefficient of panel doublet distribution 
on Kth canonical panel doublet value 
Dependence of coefficient of linear 
distribution on triangle on values at 
vertices 
Dependence of coefficients of quadratic 
distribution on triangle on values at 
vertices and edge lambdas 
Dependence of coefficients of reduced 
cubic distribution on triangle on values 
at vertices and center and edge lambdas 
Transformation matrix from global to local 
coordinates 
Inverse of AR 
Matrix transforming combined 
potential/velocity vector from local to 
global coordinates 
Local coordinates of control point 
Dependence of potential/velocity vector in 
local coordinates on source distribution 
coefficients 
Dependence of potential/velocity vector in 
local coordinates on doublet distribution 
coefficients 
Dependence of potential/velocity vector in 
global coordinates on doublet distribution 
coefficients 
Hyperboloidal panel geometry coefficient 
vectors 
Unit normal (in global coordinates) to 
plane panel 
Local coordinates of panel corner points 
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Common 
Block 
ANGLEN 
BCARY 
Variables 
ZET 
ZSTP 
ZP 
R 
DS 
ZA 
ZL 
ZAF 
ZLF 
ALAM 
ANU 
NZAT 
NZAFT 
xx 
F 
FX 
GG 
GX 
EX 
Description 
Hyperboloidal panel geometry coefficient 
vectors in local coordinates 
Parameter values corresponding to ZP 
Average of triangle corner points 
Dependence of coefficients of reduced 
cubic doublet distribution on 9 canonical 
panel doublet parameters 
Dependence of doublet strength and 
vorticity at a point on 9 canonical 
doublet parameters 
Panel orientation angles for free sheet 
network 
Panel edge length along spanwise cut for 
free sheet network 
Panel orientation angles for fed sheet 
network 
Panel edge lengths along spanwise cut for 
fed sheet network 
Geometry parameter X 
Geometry parameter V 
Total number of panel orientation angles 
for free sheet networks 
Total number of panel orientation angles 
for fed sheet networks 
(1) - Potential 
(2,3,4) - Velocity vector 
(5) - Source strength 
(6) - Doublet strength 
(7,8,9) - Vorticity vector 
(10,11,12) - Unit upper surface normal $ 
(13,14,15) - Control point f 
(16,17,18) - Upper surface normal Ti 
(19,20,21) - Normal vector to p nel edge v 
(22,23,24) - Panel edge vector % 
Value of analysis boundary condition 
(ANLBC), or design boundary condition 
(DESBC), or edge matching condition (MATBC) 
Perturbation of boundary condition with 
respect to each of the variables XX 
Vector of panel force boundary condition 
(SFCBC and EGFBC) 
Perturbation of panel force boundary 
condition with respect to each of the 
variables XX 
(LJ) - Perturbation of force boundary 
condition fy with respect to Jth 
variable of XX 
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Common 
Block 
CM03 
CM05 
CNTRi 
CNTRQ 
Variables 
NX 
NX2 
NX3 
NTSIN 
NTSOUT 
NSAV 
ERROR 
I PASS 
JPASS 
zc 
ENC 
ZNC 
ZNCG 
ZCP 
ENCP 
ZNCP 
ZNCGP 
AN 
EL 
ANP 
ELP 
ZSTC 
ICH 
I PC 
ISC 
IZC 
JCN 
Description 
(2, J) - Perturbation of force boundary 
condition f, with respect to Jth 
variable XX 
24 
48 
72 
Standard system file INPUT for card reading 
Standard system file OUTPUT for printing 
Disk file to save intermediated iteration 
results 
Error code from subroutine RHEAD or WHEAD 
Code for by passing the opening of random 
access file NSC2 
Code for by passing the opening of random 
access file NSC2 
Control point t 
Upper surface normal ?i 
Knit upper surface normal G 
n@Vf 
Perturbation of control 
to panel corner points f 
oint with respect 
. 
Perturbation of+l?with rispect to panel 
corner points PiA 
Perturbation o$n with respect to panel 
corner points Pi,, 
Perturbation of n@V f with respect to 
panel corner points Tt. 
Normal vector to pine] edge 3 
Panel edge vecto1 11 
Perturbation of v'with respect to panel 
corner points Ft_ 
Perturbation of f! with respect to panel 
corner points bi 
Para eters s and t of control point To, 
I&, ?)t, &t for the hyperboloidal 
panel of control point 
Edge control point characterization 
= 0 Real 
= 1 Doublet value matching 
= 2 Doublet normal derivative matching 
= 3 Doublet tangential derivative matching 
Panel no. of control point 
Side no. of edge control point 
Control point index along an edge 
Control point index 
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Common 
Block 
COMPRS 
CPLOT 
CRWI 
DMUDZ 
DRWI 
EDGI N 
Variables 
KC 
AMACH 
BETAMS 
BETAM 
ALPC 
BETC 
COMPD 
ACOMP 
BCOMP 
AROTC 
XMX 
YMX 
XMN 
YMN 
KFP 
NPLT 
ISY 
NCDQ 
NSC 
NRC 
NTC 
DMU 
NDDQ 
NSD 
NRD 
NTD 
KEDG 
MEDG 
NEDG 
IEGDA 
Description 
Network no. of control point 
Mach number M, 
1 - M?,, 
dl - M$, 
'Angle of attack in degrees 
Yaw angle in degrees 
Compressibility direction unit vector 
Compressibility matrix for metric A 
Compressibility matrix for metric B 
Orthogonal matrix transforming reference 
coordinates into wing axis coordinates 
Maximum X scale for the printer plot 
Maximum Y scale for the printer plot 
Minimum X scale for the printer plot 
Minimum Y scale for the printer plot 
Network no. of free sheet to be plotted 
Number for free sheet networks to be 
plotted < 4 
Symbols used in printer plot 
Number of control point defining 
quantities per block 
Number of control point defining quantity 
blocks in buffer 
Current record in buffer 
File on which control point defining 
quantity blocks are stored 
Perturbation of panel singularity spline 
with respect to neighboring panel corner 
points 
Number of singluairty spline derivatives 
per block 
Number of singularity spline 
blocks in buffer 
Current record in buffer 
File on which singularity sp 
derivative blocks are stored 
Network of point which abuts 
derivative 
ine 
given point 
Row index of point which abuts given point 
Column index of point which abuts given 
point 
Cumulative index of points which abut 
other points 
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Common 
Block 
EGMTCH 
FMCOF 
INDEX 
Variables 
ISDCHR 
IRCHR 
XREF 
YREF 
ZREF 
SREF 
BREF 
CREF 
DREF 
NT 
NM 
NN 
NZ 
NP 
NS 
NC 
NZA 
NPA 
NSA 
NCA 
NNETT 
NZMPT 
Description 
Network edge control point characterization 
= 0 No control point 
=1to4 Control point matches doublet 
strength along abutment to 
which side 1 to 4 belongs 
= 5 Control point forces doublet 
strength to vanish 
= -1 to -4 Control point matches 
vorticity parallel to edge 
along abutment to which side 
1 to 4 belongs 
Network corner control point 
characterization 
= 0 .No control point 
=1to4 Control point matches doublet 
strength along abutment to 
which side 1 to 4 belongs 
= 5 Control point forces doublet 
strength to vanish 
= -1 to -4 Control point matches 
vorticity parallel to edge 
along abutment to which side 
1 to 4 belongs 
X, Y, Z coordinates of moment center 
Configuration reference area 
Reference span 
Reference chords 
Reference height 
Network type 
Network row number 
Network column number 
Network mesh points number 
Network panels number 
Network singularity strength parameters 
number 
Network control points number 
Accumulated network mesh points number 
Accumulated network panel numbers 
Accumulated network singularity strength 
parameters number 
Accumulated network control points number 
Total number of networks 
Total number of mesh points 
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Common 
Block 
INDX 
LSINGC 
MSPNTS 
LSINGV 
LSQSFC 
NCONS 
NFAJ 
Variables 
NPANT 
NSNGT 
NCTRT 
NCTRTE 
INDX 
DSDFS 
DDDFS 
DD 
ZM 
SLV 
SLVP 
ZK 
WTK 
AK 
NO 
NPK 
PI 
PI2 
PI41 
AKAP 
NF 
NG 
NH 
NFG 
NGH 
NFGH 
Description 
Total number of panels 
Total number of singularity strength 
parameters 
Total number of regular control points 
Total number of regular and special 
control points 
Key indices for random access file TAPE4 
Vector relating source strength 0 to 
neighboring singularity parameters 
Mahrix relating doublet strength p and 
n @ VP to neighboring singularity 
parameters 
Ma$,rix relating doublet strength IJ and 
n@VW to the 9 canonical panel doublet 
parameters 
Mesh points coordinates 
Vector consisting of sourke strength u , 
doublet strength W and n@VW at a 
control point 
Perturbation of source strer)\gth o , 
doublet strength u , and n@VP with 
respect to panel corner points 
X,Y,Z coordinates of mesh points used in 
least squares fit 
Weights used in least squares fit 
Generalized inverse from least squares fit 
= 2 for quadratic fit (6 terms) 
< 2 for linear fit (3 terms) 
Number of data points used in least 
squares fit 
n 
2n 
1/4ll 
4lT 
Number of singularity strength parameters 
Number of panel orientation angles 
Number of geometry parameters and 
NF + NG 
NC + NH 
NF + NG + NH 
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Common 
Block 
N ITF 
PANDQ 
Variables 
NK 
NGHK 
NKGHK 
JT 
ITMX 
JTP 
ITPRIN 
NDZA 
ITCODE 
ITVRCP 
CP 
PC 
AQ 
AQI 
DIAM 
AST 
ITS 
INS 
Description 
Number of equations of twist function 
NG + NH + NK 
NF + NG + NH + NK 
Iteration No. 
Maximum number of iterations requested by 
the user 
= 0 Printing of detail physical flow 
quantities 
= 1 Printing of type 1 or 2 force/moment 
data only 
Printing of detail physical flow 
quantities occurs at every ITPRIN iteration 
Type of iteration 
= 0 subiteration 
= 1 Iteration without force boundary 
condition 
= 2 Full iteration using Quasi-Newton 
scheme 
= 3 Full iteration using least squares 
method 
Code for data check and type of iteration 
= 0 Data check 
= 1 Subiteration 
= 2 Full iteration using Quasi-Newton 
scheme 
= 3 Full iteration using Least Squares 
method 
Printing code for variables, residuals and 
corrections of full iteration results 
= 1 Printout 
= 0 No printout 
Corner points of the given panel in 
)efe$~c$r"Yj$i",";','h, given panel 
Thins ormation matrix from reference to 
panel near plane coordinates 
Inverse of AQ 
Diameter of the given panel 
Matrix relating 9 canonical doublet l.~ 
or 3 linear source CJ to neighboring 
singularity parameters 
Index array for neighboring singularity 
parameters 
Number of neighboring singularity 
parameters 
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Common 
Block 
PIVM 
Variables 
NCS 
ITS 
ICS 
IPN 
KP 
DVDS 
AMU 
DVDZ 
DVDP 
PRNT 
IGEOMP 
ISINGP 
ICONTP 
IBCONP 
ISINGS 
I PLOTP 
I PTIME 
IPRAIC 
I PAJAC 
IPNPIC 
I PSOLV 
Description 
Number of'parameters (quadratic or linear 
coefficients) defining panel doublet or 
source distribution 
Panel singularity'type 
= 1 Source 
= 2 Doublet 
Index of collasped side, and is equal to 0 
if no collapsed side 
Index of the given panel 
Network number of the given panel 
Potential and velocity vector at a control 
point induced by singularity distribution 
on a panel 
9 canonical doublet p or 3 linear 
source CJ strength parameters 
Perturbation of potential and velocity 
vector with respect to the given control 
point 
Perturbation of potential and velocity 
vector with respect to the corner points 
of a panel 
All variables in this common block are 
printing codes for diagnostic purpose, 
= 1 Printout 
k 0 No printout 
Panel defining quantities 
Panel singularity distribution defining 
quantities 
Panel control points defining quantities 
Boundary conditions 
Singularity grid on each network 
Printer plot of cross sections of vortex 
sheet 
Elapsed CPU time for various programs and 
subroutines 
Influence coefficients for each control 
point 
Analytic Jacobian 
Far field and near field information 
Out-of-core equations solver information 
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Block Variables Description 
PRWI NPDQ 
NSP 
NRP 
NTP 
REAIC 
SKRCHS 
SKRCHl DUMSKl 
SOLN S 
SOLNT 
NRAIC 
PANQ 
CNTQ 
DMUQ 
NAIC 
NRHS 
NANS 
NSCl 
NSC2 
NSC3 
NSCR 
IRAY 
Number of panel defining quantities 
Number of panel defining quantity blocks 
in buffer 
Current record in buffer 
File on which panel defining quantity 
blocks are stored 
= 0 All influence coefficients will be 
computed 
= 1 Part of the influence coefficients 
affected by the perturbation of 
geometry will be recomputed 
Buffers containing multiple blocks of 
panel and singularity distribution 
defining quantities 
Buffers containing multiple blocks of 
control point defining quantities 
Buffer containing temporary multiple 
blocks of panel defining quantities; 
buffer containing multiple blocks of 
singularity spline derivatives 
Scratch array 
Singularity (doublet and/or source) 
strength 
Disk files (see File Usage) 
Array contaiing input specification for 
out-of-core equations solver 
(1) - Number of words in the scratch 
array 
(2) - I/O device for the coefficient 
matrix 
(3) - File argument for coefficent matrix 
(4) - I/O device for the solution matrix 
(5) - File argument for solution matrix 
(6) - Scratch I/O device 
(7) - Scratch I/O device 
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Common 
Block 
SRWI 
SYMM 
TFMQ 
UPDIND 
ZMD 
Variables 
MTITLE 
NSDQ 
NSS 
NRS 
NTS 
NSYMM 
FC 
FMC 
TCA 
NUP 
NAT 
NSD 
NCR 
ZMTH 
ZMAL 
NZMTHA 
NZMALM 
Description 
(8) - Not used 
(9) - I/O matrix for the right-hand side 
matrix 
(10) - File argument for right-hand side 
matrix 
Title of solution 
Number of panel and singularity spline 
defining quantities 
Number of panel and singularity spline 
defining quantity blocks in buffer 
Current record in buffer 
File on which panel and singularity spline 
defining quantity blocks are stored 
= 1 for asymmetric about X-Z plane 
= 0 otherwise 
Accumulated force coefficients of networks 
Accumulated moment coefficients of networks 
Accumulated surfaces area of networks 
Network update index 
(l,K) - Sequence no. of network to which 
side 1 of Kth network is attached 
(2,K) - Sequence no. of network to which 
side 4 of Kth network is attached 
(l,K) - Side no. of network to which side 
1 of Kth network is attached 
(2,K) - Side no. of network to which side 
4 of Kth network is attached 
(l,K) - Leading corner point no. of 
network to which side 1 of Kth 
network is attached 
(2,K) - Leading corner point no. of 
network to which side 4 of Kth 
network is attached 
Dependence of corner point coordinates on 
thetas 
Dependence of corner point coordinates on 
lambdas and nus 
Cumulative number of thetas in each 
network 
Cumulative number of lambdas and nus in 
each network 
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7.5 Linkage Map of Overlay Programs and Subroutines 
In the following map, the subroutines followed with * are CDC system 
routines. 
(This linkage map is obtained from using a program CALLMAP written by 
Gary Bills of Boeing Computer Services Company.) 
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7,5,1 MAP OF OVERLAY (MAIN, 0, 0) 
RAP 
ENIRT 
OF OVERLAYCMAIN,O,O) 
PT. A37BV8 
,,0),(2, 01,(3,0),(6,0) 
mUHEAD- LOCATE- EOFS 
. CTRNS -‘rRNS 
-r 
NIT* 
XFERA 
3 
UNIT* 
-STRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
-ZERO 
=READUSS 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
-CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSH 
CMAB 
t 
LNIMU-. 
c 
SINCD 
=SINFCC 
f 
CHAR 
SINGS 
-XF‘ERA 
-E 
ZERO 
XFERA 
l ANLBC 
CAMAB 
CMAB 
.CMAB 
ZERO 
XFERA 
bDES0C 
f 
CAMAB 
CROSS 
CMAB 
CAMAB 
*MATtlC -ZERO 
lOVERLAY*, (5.0) 
IP 
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MAP OC OVERLAYCMAIN,O,O) 
ENTRY Pt. A37BVB 
f 
XFERA 
‘UPDATE cos* 
SIN* 
lOVERLAY* (2,O) 
#FCCAL- 
UNIT* 
CTRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
CPNTCL 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM- SORTS 
ZERO 
CROSSM 
CMAB 
6TRNS -TR‘NS 
-c 
UNIT* 
XFERA 
F 
ZERO 
f 
SINCD 
SINFCC CHAR 
SINGS 
6NGCALn 
t 
CMAB 
SINCD 
1XFERA 
nREADWS* 
CMAB 
ZERO 
XFERA 
)ANLBC- 
CAMA 
CWAB 
ZERO 
XFERA 
lDESBC- CANAL3 
CROSS 
CHAB 
d4ATBC -ZERO 
f 
ZERO 
CTRNS -TRNS~UNIT* 
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MAP OF OVERLAYtHAIN,O,Ol 
ENTRY PT. A37BVB 
-E 
XFERA 
UNIT* 
6TRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
CPNTCL ZERO 
CRDSSH 
CHAB 
SNCCAL- 
XFERA 
READMS? 
CMAB 
ZERO 
f 
SINCD 
SINFCC CMAB 
SINGS 
CHAB 
SINCD 
f 
ZERO 
XFERA 
DESBC CAMAB 
CROSS 
CMAB 
SFCBC CHAB 
ZERO 
VADD 
-c 
MNHOD 
EPNTCL 
UVECTM -SORT* 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAUAB 
EGFBC 
CROSS 
CROSSH 
CUAB 
MAC-SORTS 
CUNIT* 
MAP OF OVEHLAY(CAIN,O,O) 
ENTRY PT. A378VS 
i KCAL- 
1STRNS 
mTRNSCX~ERA 
CPNTCL 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTW -SORT* 
ZERO 
CROSSM 
CNAtl 
MAG-SORT* 
bSORT* 
CRAB 
mVRCOUT -VIP 
-OVERLAY* (4,01,<5,0) 
mUHEAD -LOCATE-EOF* 
‘SORTS 
‘XFERA 
f 
XFCRA 
UPDATE cos* 
SIN* 
-OVERLAY* (2.0) OVERLAY* 
UNIT* 
-CTRNS-TRNS CTRNS-TRNS 
XFERA 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTB- SORT* 
bCPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSM 
CMAB 
CPNTCL 
t -t 
UNIT* 
STRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
-STRNS 
t 
ZERO 
-+ 
SINCD 
SINFCC CMAB 
SINCS  
CMAB 
SINCD 
t XFERA 
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UAP OF OVERLAYtHAIN,D,Ol 
ENTRY PT. A378VB 
,FUNC- -FGCAL- 
HCAL- 
l READMS* 
l CHAB 
ZERO 
XFERA 
mANLBC- 
CAWAB 
CMAB 
f 
ZERO 
XFERA 
mDES0C CAYAB 
cwoss 
CMAB 
1MATBC -ZERO 
IZERO 
-L 
UNIT* 
#CTRNS -TR~IS 
XFERA 
-i 
UNIT* 
#STRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
f 
CHOSS 
UVECTW -SORT* 
CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSW 
CMAB 
ZERO 
SINFCC 
SNGCAL 
CHAB 
SINCD 
SINCD 
CWAB 
SINCS 
XFERA 
READHS* 
CUA0 
ZERO 
XFERA 
DESK CAHAB 
CROSS 
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HAP OF OvERLAY(MAIN,D,D) 
ENTRY PT. A378V8 
wKCAL- 
-t 
+CXAL3 
%3FCBC CUAB 
ZERO 
1VADD 
I 
WNMOD 
l&PNTCL 
UVECTM -SORT* 
j 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAMAB 
‘EGFBC 
CROSS 
CROSSM 
CMAB 
bMAG-SORT* 
f 
UNIT* 
1STRNS -TRNS- 
XFERA 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTR -SDRT* 
CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSH 
CWAB 
*HAG-SORT* 
pSQRT* 
CMAB 
-VIP 
~VHCOUI -VIP 
d?VERLAY* c4,0), fS,O), C6,O) 
mYHEAD- LOCATE- EOF* 
t 
LOCATE -EOF’* 
.RHEAD- 
.EOF* 
l XFEH+ 
l SQWT+ 
--E XFERA 
c 
UPDATE cos* 
SIN*
OVERLAY*(t,Ol 
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MAP OF OVERLAY(WAIN,O,Ol 
ENTRY PT. A37BVE 
-c UNIT* -CTRNS -THNS XFERA 
-CPNTCL 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
ZERO 
CHflSSW 
CMAB 
t STRNS -TRNS -f 
UNIT* 
XFERA 
-E SINCD CWAB SINCS 
XFERA 
-READMS* 
-CUAB 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAMAR 
CHAB 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAWAB 
CROSS 
CMAB 
-ZERO 
-ZERO 
CCTRN~ 
UNIT* 
-TRNS 
XFERA 
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RAP OF OVERLAY(MAIN,O,O) 
ENTRY PT. A37BV8 
l HCAL- 
cXFERA 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
@CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSW 
CMAB 
F 
ZERO 
SINCD 
SINFCC CRAB 
SINCS 
6NGCAL 
CUAB 
SINCD 
l XFERA 
bREADMS* 
#CMAB 
4 
DESBC 
f 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAWAB 
CROSS 
CMAB 
4FCBC CUAB 
ZERO 
.VADD 
-iI 
MNMOD 
.EPNTCL 
UVECTH -SORT* 
j 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAMAB 
l EGFBC 
CROSS 
CROSSM 
CMAB 
l WAG-SORT* 
-i 
UNIT* 
.STRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
tCROSS 
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MAP OF OVERLAYClIAIN,O,O) 
ENTRY PT. A378VB 
bVIP 
,VRCOUT -VIP 
nOVERLAY* <4,0). (5,0), (6,O) 
4 f 
UVECTM -SORT* 
CPNTCL ZERO 
cmossn 
CWAB 
KCAL HAG-SORT* 
SORT* 
CWAR 
I: 
LOCATE -EOF* 
,RHEAD 
EOF* 
mUHEAD- LOCATE -EOF* 
CTRS 
----E 
ZERO 
bRITMS* 
RE?DMS* 
VIPS 
VIP 
HTDCO!4 
-c SORT* 
XFERA 
HTBSUB -VIP 
-+ 
XFERA 
F 
UPDATE cost 
SIN* 
OVERLAY*(t,O) 
--f 
UNIT* 
CTRNS-TRNS 
XFERA 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
ZERO 
CROSSW 
CMAB 
I tUNIT* 
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MAP OF OVERLAYCl4AIN,O,O) 
ENTRY Pt. 137818 
‘AL 
r StRNS mTRNSL~~ERA 
i 
SNGCLL 
ZERO 
SINCD 
SINFCC CHAB 
SINCS 
CMAB 
LSINCD 
: 3 
ZERO 
XFERA 
DESBC CAHAB 
CROSS 
CUAB 
MATtJC-ZERO 
-ZERO 
-c 
UNIT* 
-CTRNS -tRNS 
XFERA 
-c 
UNIT* 
-STRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
-CPNTCL 
CROSS 
UVECTH -SORT* 
ZEHO 
CROSSW 
CMAB 
CSINCD 
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MAP OF UVERLAY(l4AIN,O,Oj 
ENTRY Pt. A378V8 
!HCAL- 
SORT* 
SINFCC . CMAB 
II: SINGS 
6NGCAL 
CWAB 
SINCD 
l XFERA 
bREADHS* 
wCMAB 
4 
DESBC 
+ 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAHAB 
CROSS 
CMAB 
+FCBC CRAB 
ZERO 
--c 
HNMOD 
PEP~WIL 
UVECTM -SORT* 
-I 
ZER9 
XFERA 
CAMA 
l EGFBC 
CROSS 
CHOSSW 
CWA0 
HAG-SQHt* 
UNIT* 
STRNS-TRIS ---+I XFERA 
CPNTCL 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
ZERO 
CRDSSW 
CWAB 
KCAL RAG-SORT* 
SClRT* 
C?!AB 
VRCOUT -VIP 
DVERLAYt (4,0h15,0) 
WHEAD-LOCATE -EOF* 
SORT* 
XFERA 
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7,5,2 MAP OF OVERLAY (DATA, 1, 0) 
HAP OF @VERLAY(DATA,l,O) 
ENTRY PT. INPUT 
-SORT* 
ZERO 
-0UADNt 
SORT* 
-GADNET 
XFERA 
-VORTEX 
f 
SHECEN -SORT* 
TRUAKE -XFERA 
-TRVAKE -XFERA 
ISCAL-PIDENT -SORT* 
XFEHA 
-CAMBER 
INTPl'BIkSCH 
INTP2 -BINSCH 
INPUT- 
f 
ASIN* 
,CONCA W cos* 
SQHT* 
cos* 
#SIN* 
COS? 
ROTATE 
i SINS 
.SCALE2- ALUGlO* 
l VSPLOT -SUHPON 
MNHDD 
MSHIIUD -MNMOD 
PIDENT -SORT* 
VADD 
COHPIP 
mABTCAL CHOSS 
UVECT -SORT* 
CMAB 
ZERO 
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MAP OF CIVERLA~(DATA,~,DI 
ENTRY PT. lNPUT 
t * 
MAC-SORT* 
CPTLS 
VADD 
ABTANL- 
CSTPRT -SECOND* 
~ZE:wD 
oWNnOD 
bAOTASH 
ZERO 
TREPLK -UKYSRT 
f 
UKYSRT 
THESCN KEYSRT 
C’SHELL 
KEYSHT 
ISHULL 
UPDTIN 
dSHIND- HNMOD 
MNHOD 
SORT* 
CTANZ* 
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7,583 MAP OF OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2, 0) 
WAP UF UVERLAY(NETCCS,Z,O): 
ENTRY PT. CONFIG 
CUNFIG- OVERLAY* (2,1),(2,2),(2,3) 
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I 
7,5,4 MAP OF OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2, 1) 
MAP OF 
ENTRY PT. 
TGEONC 
OVERLAY(NETGCS,2,1): 
TGEOWC 
J 
PCCAL 
VADD 
COHPIP 
-GEOWC SORT* 
CROSS 
MAC-SORT* 
SUHFIT 
SORTS 
JORDAN 
ISCAL-PIDENTBDRT* 
IPTRNS- ITRNS 
XFERA 
UNIT* 
CSTPRT -‘SECOND* 
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7,5,5 MAP OF OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2, 2) 
HAP IIF uVEHLAY(tlETCCS,2,2): 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
-PIDENT -SORT* 
c 
XFZRA 
-TRNSw 
UNIT* 
-SORT* 
C 
VADD 
CMAB 
SORT* 
-SING 
VADU 
ZERO 
LSOSFX 
PSINTP -VIP 
VIP 
SOHTZ 
OCBHTX 
VIP 
VIPS 
sf2arz 
PIDENT- SORT* 
XFERA 
VADD 
L 
-c 
UNIT* 
ISTRNS- I TRNS 
XFERA 
i&RD 
GCPCAL 
WNSYCH 
GRDIND -PIDENT -SORT* 
-XFERA 
. 
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l4AP OF OVERLAY(NETGCS,l,Z): 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
-PTRNS -TRNSW 
I-UNIT* 
DUNMOD 
l INCMPR 
l XFEHA 
wZERD 
-L- 
HAG-SORTS 
.DISTNC 
VADD 
wPIDENT -SORT* 
n EDGLS 
TRANS 
~HSHOTCI UVECT- SORT* 
CROSS 
mTHANS 
l MNHOD 
1LPROJ 
CMAB 
UVECT -SORT* 
VADD 
PROJ 
-c CHAB 
MAC-SORT* 
VADD 
UNIPAN -CHAB 
PSINTP -VIP 
VIP 
'X 
SQRT* 
DCBHTX 
I VIP 
VIPS 
LSOSF 
SORT* 
PIUENi -SORT* 
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YAP OF OVERLAY(NETGCS,Z,Z): 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
ZERO 
BLCAL 
WNUOD 
-c 
XPERA 
SCHPKT 
VADD 
-I- 
UN1 
ISTRNS- ITRNS 
-Y".- 
t -BLDCALr 
:RA 
#GHDIND -PIDENT -SORT* 
XFERA 
#PTHNS -TRNS 
UNIT* 
#MNYOD 
*XFERA 
ZERO 
PSINTP -VIP 
VIP 
LSQSFX 
SORT* 
DCBHTX 
VIP 
VIPS 
'LSOSF 
SORT* 
PIDEHT- SORT* 
,UNIPAN -CHAB 
CMAB 
UVECT -SORT* 
VADD 
,LPROJ PROJ 
I: flUA 
WAG-SORT* 
VADD 
.ftlHOD 
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MAP OF OVERLAY(NEtGCS,lr?): 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
*SCMPKT- 
nEWDSPL= 
~ZERO 
lXFERA- 
#VADD 
‘UNIPAN -CHAB 
f 
CMAB 
UVECT -SORT* 
--c 
VADD 
1LPROJ PROJ 
CMAB 
‘MNMOD 
THANS 
-E 
TRANS 
WSROTM UVECT- SORT* 
CROSS 
DEDGLS 
-E: 
MAC;-SORT* 
DISTNC 
VADD 
PIDENT- SORT* 
l LSOSFX 
PSINTP -VIP 
VIP 
SORT* 
DCBHTX 
VIP 
VIPS 
‘SORT* 
uPIDENT -SORT* 
MAC-SOR- 
VADD 
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_ .___ - - .__. __..__ 
MAP OF OVERLAY(NEIGCS,2,2): 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
PSING- 
DSDSPL- 
UNIT* 
ISTRNS- ITRNS 
XFERA 
GCPCAL 
CHDIND- PIDENT- SORT* 
-c 
XFERA 
PTRNS-TRNS 
UNIT* 
MNMOD 
XFERA 
mBLSCAL- 
LSOSF- 
PSINTP -VIP 
VIP 
*LSOSFX 
SORT* 
DCBHTX 
VIP 
VIPS 
‘SOliT* 
'PIDENT -SORT* 
UNIPAN- CUAB 
i 
CUAR 
UVECT -SORT* 
-c 
V4DD 
1LPROJ PROJ 
CWAB 
YAG-SORT* 
VADD 
*TRANS 
f 
TRANS 
1MSROTM UVECT -SORT* 
CROSS 
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MAP OF OVERLAY(NETGCS,2.2)1 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
SCRPKT- 
tCNESPL= 
IZERO 
1XFERA 
#VADD 
l DEDGLS 
BLSOSF- 
@LSOSFX 
PSINTP -VIP 
VIP 
DCBHTX 
VIPS 
SORT* 
)PIDEtiT -SOHT* 
l UNIPAN -CMAB 
CMAB 
UVECT- SORT* 
-L- 
VADD 
mLPROJ PROJ 
CMAB 
MAC-SORT* 
VADD 
1HNHOD 
1TRANS 
TRANS 
~HSROTW UVECT -SORT* 
CROSS 
,XFERA 
1EDGLS 
I 
MAC-SOHT* 
8DISTNC 
VADD 
‘PIDENT -SORT* 
#UNIT* 
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WAP UP OVERLAY(NETGCS,Z,Z): 
ENTRY PT. TSING 
- ISTRNS- 
ITRNSLXFERA 
XFERA 
PIDENT -SORTS 
XFERA 
PTRNS -TRNS 
-I UNIT* 
HNHOD 
ZERO 
-DwSPL- 
DISTNC 
-f 
MAG-SORT* 
VADD 
EDGLS 
DEDGLS 
SCMPKT 
-c 
XFERA 
VADD 
WV IT? 
ISTHNS -1TRNS 
XFERA 
rCSTPRT- SECOND* 
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7,5,6 MAP OF OVERLAY (NETGCS, 2, 3) 
RAP OF OVERLAYCNETGCS,2,31: 
ENTRY PT. TCNTRL 
TCNTRL- 
l CONTRL 
.GCPCAL 
l GRDIND -PIDENT -SORT* 
UNIT* 
wSTRNS -TRNS 
-I XFERA 
l XFERA 
XFERA 
l ICTRNS- ITRNS 
4 UNIT* 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
bCPNTCL ZERO 
cnossn 
CHAB 
6TRNS -TRNS 
+I 
UNIT* 
XFERA 
#XFERA 
.CONFRC 
i 
BICTWNS- ITRNS 
-c 
XFERA 
UNIT* 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTN- SORT* 
CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSR 
CUAB 
wCSTPRT- SECOND* 
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7,5,7 MAP OF OVERLAY (AICGEN, 3, 0) 
MAP OF OV&WLAY(AICGEN,3,0): 
VINFCC- 
ENTRY PT. VlNFCC 
-ZERO 
-FFHPMG 
DOGM 
ASITJQ 
RRZAB 
ZERO 
-CTRNS -TRNS- 
-XFERA 
-READHS* 
-STRNS -TRNS- 
I 
c ~EIFLUI 
,MNNOD 
CMAB 
d- ,ZHPROJ- 
‘XFERA 
UNIT* 
XFERA 
UNIT* 
CPTLS 
VADD 
MAC-SORT* 
VADD 
-I 
UAG-SQHT* 
XXADJ 
VAOD 
-PIDENT -SORT* 
mMAG-SOFT* 
NAG-SORT* 
#DISTNC 
I VADD 
*XFERA 
#CPNTCL 
f 
CHAB 
CROSSM 
ZERO 
UVECTM- SORT* 
CROSS 
‘HNMOD 
ISORT* 
‘VADD 
‘VMUL 
CMAB 
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I 
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RAP Or OVERLAYCAICGEN,3,0)1 
ENTRY PT. VINFCC 
SORT* 
XFERA 
,NRPTED 
COf4PIP 
VADD 
{ 
CMAB 
CRUSS 
-INSIDE 
XFERA 
VADD 
#UVECT -SORT* 
'CROSS 
f 
CHAB 
CROSSM 
CPNTCL ZERO 
UVECTR -SORT* 
CHOSS 
f 
SINGS 
TiINFCC CMAB 
SINCD 
I 
UVECTW -SORT* 
1EPNTCL 
HNMDD 
bZER0 
+ 
CHAB 
CROSSM 
i 
CPNTCL ZERO 
UVECTCI- SORT* 
CROSS 
ZERO 
TYPCAL- HNMOD 
vc INFLU 
+ 
CSCAL -VADD 
CMAB 
SORT* 
COHPIP 
SCROSS 
ACROSS 
AGAT 
CAXAB 
RRAAHT 
HAP OF OVERLAY(AICGEN,3,01: 
ENTRY PT. VINFCC 
FFPIC 
CAr!AB 
XFEHA 
RRZfi0T 
CXl0 
RRZATB 
COHPIP 
VADD 
SORT* 
CMAB 
CROSS 
CSCALl 
ZERO 
‘PIFCAL- ONEPIF- 
ALOG* 
ATAN2+ 
~SUBSBI 
SORT* 
2~~0 
.UUIPAN -CYAB 
aJCOF -ZERO 
dINA 
.BLANO 
1 
SORT* 
CYAB 
CSCAL -VADD 
UVECT- SORT* 
CHAB 
ORLIOU 
SORT* 
TRANS 
.UVECT -SORT+ 
~CHOSS 
1PCCAL 
CAHAB 
CROSS4 
CROSS 
,LINVOR 
-f 
ECAL 
ALOG* 
SORT* 
CMAB 
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MAP OF OVERLAY(AICGEN,3,OJ: 
ENTRY PT. VIRFCC 
-c XFERA mCTRNS -THNS UNIT* 
bXFERA 
bZER0 
-c 
XFERA 
#STRNS -TRNS 
UtiIT* 
vPIVC- 
f 
CHAB 
CROSSW 
CPNTCL ZERO 
UVECTH- SORT* 
CROSS 
IZERO 
&TYPCAL- HhMOD 
11 NFLU 
CSCAL -VADD 
CMAB 
SORT* 
COMPIP 
SCROSS 
ACROSS 
AGAT 
CAXAB 
RHAABT 
CAnA 
XFERA 
RHZABT 
'FFPIC CXAB 
RHZATB 
COYYIP 
VADD 
SORT* 
CMAB 
CnuSS 
CSCALl 
ZERO 
ALOG* 
ATANZ* 
SUBSBI 
SORTS 
ZERO 
UNIPAN -CMAB 
OCOF-ZERO 
CMAB 
PIFCAL -0NEPIF 
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MAP OF OVERLAY~AfCGEN,3,0~: 
ENTRY PT. VI'JFCC 
&CSTPRT-S mECOND* 
-LINVOR 
-CAMA 
-URITMS* 
PLAN0 
SORT* 
CHAB 
CSCAL -VADD 
IJVECT- SORT* 
CMAB 
URLIOU 
SOHT* 
TRANS 
UVECT -SORT* 
CROSS 
PCCAL 
CA4Atl 
CROSS!4 
CROSS 
ECAL 
ALOG* 
SORTS 
CMAB 
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7,5,8 MAP OF OVERLAY (JACGEN, 4, 0) 
MAP OF OVERLAY(dACGEN,l,O)l 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
wFFHPHG 
f 
ZERO 
RRZAB 
ASITJO 
DOGM 
-kHEAD-LOCATE-EOF* 
c ~COS* 
uSIN* 
-GRDIND -PIDENT -SORT* 
mPIDENT -SORT* 
-f 
UNIT* 
m.STRNS -THNS 
XFERA 
l CMA0 
l HNMOD 
-ZTHET-- ,DAST- 
mXFERA 
l ZEH0 
I 
VADD 
bDISTNC 
HAG-SORT* 
mZER0 
,EWDSPL- 
l PIDENT -SORT* 
I 
VADD 
mDISTNC 
WAG-SORT* 
l DEDGLS 
f 
CROSS 
l MSROTH UVECT-SORT* 
TRANS 
l THANS 
~HtJMOD 
F 
VADD 
YAG-SOHT* 
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I 
HAP OF OVERLAYtJACCEN,l,O): 
EMTRY PT. AJGEN 
t 
IJVECT-SORT* 
CMAB 
WLPAN -CWAFJ 
~PIOENT -SORT* 
‘SORT* 
LSOSF 
VIPS 
VIP 
DCBHTX 
SORT* 
'LSOSFX 
VIP 
PSINTP -VIP 
ZERO 
-E 
CROSS 
l MSROTK UVECT -SORT* 
TRANS 
'TRANS 
l HHHOD 
-iI 
CMAE 
'LPHOJ PROJ 
VADO 
UVECT -SORT* 
CHAE 
~UNIPAN -CMAE 
nPIDEHT -SORT* 
+XlRT* 
F 
VIPS 
VIP 
DCBHTX 
SQRT* 
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HAP OF OVERIJAYCJACGEN,~,O~C 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
1 ZERO XFERA bDASTP5 
PIDENT -SORT* 
DVJCDT- 
L t VIP PSINTP -VIP ZERO 
t 
VADD 
DISTNC 
HAG-SORT* 
LDEDGLS 
XFERA 
'IDTRNS- ITWNS 
UNIT* 
rXFERA 
‘IDTRNS- 
lTRNStUNIT* 
CTRNS -TRNSrUNxT+ 
LXPERA 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SQRT* 
KPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSH 
CMAB 
UNIT* 
4TRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
CWAB 
CROSS 
UVECTR -SORT* 
-CPNTCL ZERO 
cI(ossn 
CMAB 
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UAP OF DVERLAY(JACGEN,I,OlI 
ENTRY PT. AJtiEII 
EIFLU- 
#ZHPROJ- 
1XF’ERA 
VAUD 
bDISTNC 
WAG-SORT* 
#AG-SORT* 
lPIDENT- SORT* 
VADD 
bXXADJ 
HAG-SORT* 
1VAOD 
VADD 
1CPTLS 
MAG-SORT* 
mCROSS 
DUVECT- SORT* 
f 
VADD 
XFERA 
BINSIDE 
CROSS 
CHAE 
l NRPTED 
VADD 
COMPIP 
XFERA 
SORT* 
.CUAB 
l VHlJL 
.VADD 
#SORT* 
CHOSS 
UVECThl -SORT* 
CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSIt 
CUAB 
ZERO 
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MAP OF UVfRLA~(JACGEN,~,O~-t 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
SNGCAL 
XMAB 
mSINCD 
EPNTCL 
ZEHO 
MOD 
ECTY- 
f 
SINCD 
@SINFCC CHAB 
SINCS 
#ORT* 
VADD 
-DISTNC 
UAG-SORT+ 
-ZERO 
-TYPCAL- MNWOD 
-INFLU 
COHPIP 
SORT* 
CWAB 
CSCAL -VADD 
-PIFCAL -0NEPI 
PCCAL 
CROSS 
UVECT-SQRT* 
TRANS 
SORT* 
DBLIOU 
CrlAB 
UVECT-SORT* 
CSCAL -VADD 
PLAN0 
CMAE 
SORT* 
CHAB 
OCOF-ZERO 
UNIPAN -CMAH 
ZERO 
SORT: 
SUHSl31 
ATANZ* 
ALOG* 
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MAP OF OVERLAY(JACGEN,l,O)z 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
l DPIVC-- 
CWAB 
#XFERA 
VPCCAL 
#FFPIC 
ZERO 
CSCALl 
CROSS 
CHAB 
SORT* 
VADD 
COL(PIP 
RPZATB 
CXAB 
RHZABT 
XFEHA 
CAHAB 
HRAABT 
CAXAB 
AGAT 
ACHOSS 
SCRQSS 
CHAB 
SORT* 
ALOG* 
1LINVOR ECAL 
CROSS 
t 
CRUSSW 
CAUAB 
rUNIT* 
1DTRNS 
-TRNSLXFERA 
-f 
CHAB 
,DFDTH NETCAL 
HNMOD 
DZDTH 
CAUAB 
*UNIT* 
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AJGEN-- 
RAP OF OVERLAY(JACGEN,&D): 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
-STRNS 
-TRNSLXFER* 
-DTRNS-TRNS 
-I 
UNIT* 
XFERA 
-CPNTCL 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTN -SORT* 
ZERO 
CROSSn 
CWAB 
-XFERA 
-ZERO 
I 1 
ZERO 
f 
SINCD 
SINFCC WA0 
SINCS 
-SNGCAL 
CMAB 
SINCD 
READMS* 
CMAB 
-i 
ZERO 
XFERA 
-ANLBC 
CAMAB 
CMAB 
-FDER 
f 
CYAB 
CANAB 
CMAB 
DFDTH NETCAL 
WNMOD 
UNMOD 
ZPPTH DZDTH XFERA 
7.ERCl 
CAHAB 
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RAP OF OVERLAY(JACGEN,l,O)l 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAWAB 
CROSS 
CRAB 
-MATBC-ZERO -ZERO 
- l ZER0 
UNIT* 
CTRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
I 
bZER0 
CPNTCL 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
ZERO 
CROSSM 
CMAB 
-c 
UNIT* 
6TRNS -TRNS 
XFERA 
CYAB 
1 
EIFLU- 
CPNTCL 
CROSS 
UVECTW -SORTS 
ZERO 
CROSSM 
CMAB 
,XFERA 
-II 
VADD 
-DISTNC 
RAG-SORT* 
-MAC-SORT* 
-PIDENT -SORT* 
VADD 
n XXADJ 
MAC-SORT* 
-VADD 
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MAP OF OVERLAY(JACGEN,4,OlI 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
=DEIVC- 
-CROSS 
-UVECT- SORT* 
j 
VADD 
XFERA 
-INSIDE 
CROSS 
CUAB 
-NRPTED 
VADD 
CDMPIP 
XFERA 
SORT* 
-ZHPROJ 
CRAB 
VHUL 
VADD 
SORTS 
CROSS 
UVUCTH -SORT* 
l CPNTCL ZERO 
cRlJssw 
CkAH 
f 
SINCD 
SINFCC CHAR 
SINCS 
-SNGCAL 
CHAR 
SINCD 
-c 
WNHOD 
.EPNTCL 
IJVECTR- SQHT* 
.ZERO 
cVADD 
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MAP OF OVERLAYCJACGEN,4,0)! 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
1DISTNC 
-L WAG-SORT* 
#ZERO 
mTYPCAL- MNMOD 
tINFLU 
COMPIP 
SORT+ 
CRAB 
CSCAL -VADD 
#PIFCAL- ONEPIF- 
,CUAB 
,XFERA 
1PCCAL ZERO 
CSCALl 
CR@SS 
CMAB 
SORT* 
VADD 
COMPIP 
RRZATB 
#FFPIC ,CXAB 
l PCCAL 
*CROSS 
mUVEt -SORT* 
TRANS 
SORT* 
ORLIOU 
CMAB 
UVECT- SORT* 
CSCA-VADD 
-PLAN0 
CMAB 
SQRT* 
.CPlAB 
-OCOF-ZERO 
bUNIPAN -CWAB 
ZERO 
SQHT* 
~SUBSBI 
ATANZ* 
ALOG* 
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MAP OF OVERLAYCJACGEN,I,O): 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
UNIT* 
-STRNS -TRNS 
I XFERA 
UNIT* 
-DTRNS DTRNS -TRNS 
-II XFERA 
+ 
CROSS 
IJVECTH -SORT* 
-CPNTCL CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSR 
CWAB 
*ZERO 
I rRRZABT 
XFERA 
CAMAB 
RRAAHT 
CAXAB 
AGAT 
ACROSS 
SCROSS 
-E 
CC(AB 
SaRII 
ALOCI 
l LINVOR ECAL 
CHIISS 
cnnssn 
CAMAR 
rUNIT* 
DTRNS 
-TRNSLXFERA 
CHAB 
DFDTH NETCAL 
MNHOD 
DZDTH 
L CAnAt, 
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MAP OF OVERLAYCJACGEN,I,O)l 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
t 
f 
SINCD 
SINFCC CMAEI 
SINCS 
=SNGCbL 
CMAH 
SINCD 
l XFERA 
*READUS* 
l CWAB 
r f 
ZERO 
XFERA 
DESBC CAWAB 
CROSS 
CMAB 
l SFCBC 
-t 
CHAB 
ZERO 
l VADD 
CHAB 
l FDER CAUAB 
-f 
CMAB 
DFDTH NETCAL 
MNMOD 
-E 
WNHOD 
DZDTH XFEWA 
ZERO 
&AHAB 
@EPNtCL 
HRNOD 
UVECTR -SORT* 
ZERO 
XFERA 
CAHAB 
l EGFBC 
CROSS 
CROSSM 
CWAB 
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I 
MAP OF OVERLAY’tJACGEN,I,O)I 
ENTRY PT. AJGEN 
t WAG-SORT* 
UNiT* 
i 
STRNS -TRNS 
-c XFERA 
CROSS 
UVECTM -SORT* 
CPNTCL 
f 
ZERO 
CRDSSR 
CUAB 
RAG-SORT* 
SORT* 
-DKCAL 
CWAB 
ZERO 
CAMAB 
I 
CRAB 
DFDTH NETCAL 
HNMOD 
MNMOD 
ZPPTH DZDTH 
-fi 
XFERA 
ZERO 
CAMAB 
-CSTPRT- SECONDI 
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7,589 MAP OF OVERLAY (SOLVER, 5, 0) 
RAP OF OVC:RLAY(SOLVEl?,5,0): 
ENTRY PT. TINVER 
TINVER- 
EOFI 
RHEAD 
LOCATE -EOF* 
OPENMS* 
ZERO 
-c 
RVEC-EOF* 
1 
DIRRLK 
WRITRS* 
BLKFCT 
OPENMS* 
BLOCKR 
ZERO 
-c 
RVEC-EOF* 
CHOPR 
WRITMS* 
MIJRGR 
-c 
READMS* 
wRITMS* 
FILSET 
-REPSUL 
? 
READHe -READMS* 
CSHAB 
ARAHAX 
-PTDCOM PRBSIJB -VIPS 
*RITMB- WRITMS* 
I 
XCHR 
PCDCOW 
SLIN 
-c 
XCHR 
PFSUB 
VIPS 
PTSOLV- 
READMB -READRS+ 
CSMAB 
-PTFSUB 
PFSUH 
-3 
XCHR 
VIPS 
mRITWB -WRITMS* 
READMB -READWS* 
CSMAl3 
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NAP OF OVERLAY(SOLVER,S,Ol: 
ENTRY PT. TINVER 
TBSUB 
BSUB-VIPS 
WRITHB -WRITMS* 
PRPIV-READMB -READMS* 
WHEAD-LOCATE-EOFS 
READUB -READNS* 
WVEC 
-SECDND* 
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7.5JO MAP OF OVERLAY (RESULT,. 6, 0) 
RAP OF OVERLAYCRESULT,6,Oll 
ENTRY PT. OUTPUT 
YNUOD 
SIRNS -TRNS 
-c 
UNIT* 
XFERA 
XFEWA 
f 
CROSS 
UVECTW -SORTS 
!CPNTCL ZERO 
CROSSM 
CNAH 
UVECT -SQHT* 
CROSS 
ZERO 
f 
SINCD 
SINFCC CMAB 
SINGS 
‘SNGCAL 
CRAB 
SINCD 
OUTPUT- 
-c 
UNIT* 
-TRNS 
XFERA 
-VADD 
SORT* 
CSCAL -VADD 
CMA0 
ZE.RO 
-c 
UNIT* 
STRNS -THNS 
XFERA 
CROSS 
UVECT- SORT* 
TRANS 
Soul* 
UBLIOU 
CUAB 
UVECT -SORT* 
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MAP OF -OVERLAY(RESULt,6,0): 
ENTRY PT. OUTPUT 
f 
-fWCAL 
1UNIPAN -CUM 
CCAL 
-f 
ZERO 
ECAL 
CSCAL -VADD 
CHAR 
tSQRP* 
VADD 
HAG-SORT* 
I 
‘LPROJ 
CUAB 
PROJ 
-c VADD 
UVECT-SORT* 
CMAB 
l PIDUNT -SQRT* 
%5ORT* 
l LSOSFX 
n ZER0 
‘VADD 
?VSPLOT- SUBPON 
cCSTPRT- SECOND* 
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5. Supplemenrarv Notes 
Langley Technical Monitors: James M. Luckring and Ward E. Schoonover, Jr. 
Topical Report 
G Abstract 
An improved panel method for the solution of three dimensional flow about win 
and wing-body combinations with leading edge vortex separation is presented. 
The method employs a three-dimensional inviscid flow model in which the con- 
figuration, the rolled-up vortex sheets, and the wake are represented by 
quadratic doublet distributions. The strength of the singularity distribu- 
tion as well as shape and position of the vortex spirals are computed in an 
iterative fashion starting.with an assumed initial sheet geometry. The meth- 
od calculates forces and moments as well as detail surface pressure distribu- 
tions. Improvements include the implementation of improved panel numerics 
for the purpose of eliminating the highly non-linear effects of ring vortices 
around doublet panel edges, and the development of a least squares procedure 
for damping vortex sheet geometry update instabilities. 
The documentation is divided up into two parts: 
Volume I - Theory Document 
Volume II - User's Guide and Programmer's Guide 
Volume II contains instructions for the proper set up and input of a problem 
into the computer code. Program input formats and output are described. A 
description of the computer program and its overlay structure is also present 
ed. 
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